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OVC

PREVIEW

The football and volleyball
teams roll into Tennessee this
weekend for the start of the
OVC season. B6

Country music star Tim
McGraw will make a return
visit to Eastern Oct. 20.
Tickets on sale Friday. B3

S

A

PORTS

WEATHER

INDIAN OUTLAW

TODAY High
70, Low 50,
mostly cloudy
FRIDAY High
55, Low 44,
sunny
SATURDAY
High 61, Low
44, sunny
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Self study adds
new requirement
Students will be
required to take a
course in math
BY MATT MCCARTY
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CHE plan
causes
friction

Australian Style

SACS study on reserve
in Crabbe Library. A6

__

Managing editor
Eastern will add a general education math requirement which officials hope will multiply students'
ability to use logic.
"I think our biggest problem is
students have very poor analytical
thinking skills," said Donald Batch,
dean of the college of natural and
mathematical sciences.
The new requirement comes as a
result of the university's self study
for the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools (SACS).
It was originally recommended
by the council on academic affairs
in 1991, but budgetary constraints
delayed implementation of the
requirement, according to the SACS
study, which was placed on reserve
in John Grant Crabbe Library Sept.
13.
"More re-allocations of positions
will be needed (to get the requirement implemented)," said Russell
Enzie, vice president for academic
affairs.
Enzie said Jack Culross, dean of
undergraduate studies, would be
examining what must be done to get

BY MATT MCCARTY

the new requirement in place.
University positions were reallocated last year when the college
of education added a math requirement for completion of a teacher
education degree.
Enzie also said the addition of
the course was mainly because
SACS has added it to its list of criteria for colleges to meet accreditation.
Batch said while requiring all
students to lake a math course
would be "a dollars problem," much
of the re-allocation can be done
within the math department.
Only students who have math
requirements within their area of
study or students wishing to take a
math class to fulfill areas three or
four in the general education program are required to have a math
course to graduate.
Out of the eight regional universities, only Eastern and Murray
State University don't require math
from their graduates.
However, Mary Smith, admissions systems coordinator for
Murray, said it is "very difficult to
get out of here without taking a
math class."

Managing editor

SEE MATH, PAGE A6

SACS SELF STUDY

The report listed 26 recommendations which must be
addressed. Here are five of the more interesting ones:
1 The university should clarity the goals and objectives ot the general education program and undertake systematic assessments so that improvements in educational quality may result.
5. The university should implement the requirement lor a general education
mathematics course already approved by the council on academic affairs.
9. The university should ensure a reasonable degree of equity in the number of advisees assigned to faculty advisers.
17. A written policy should be established to specify a method ot properly
limiting the number of part-time faculty.
24. The university should develop a written policy to reflect the recruiting
procedures currently practiced by the University to maintain compliance with
NCAA and OVC requirements.

.« «i~ _..
Progress/SELENA WOODY
Man Greathouse, a freshman police administration major from Georgetown, rappels at the

intramural fields Monday Australian Style as part of his Military Science 101 class

LEXINGTON — The question
of who should govern the universities came through but wasn'i Reived
at Sunday's Council on Higher
Education meeting.
University
officials mei
with the council to discuss
Ihc latest draft
of the 19962000 Strategic
Plan
for
Kentucky
Higher Education. The plan specifics where the council wants higher
education to be by 2000.
Representatives,
including
Eastern
President
Hanly
Funderburk, expressed concern to
the council that the plan was too
specific and would cause problems
for them and their boards.
The presidents fell some of ihc
plan, including parts referring to
global dimensions, tried to set
guidelines for the universities' curricula.
Funderburk and the other representatives said the specific wording
in the plan would cause problems
for the university boards.
"Don't gel too involved in
details." Funderburk told council
members. "We will lake our mission, we will fit them in with the
objectives and goals and we will
find very good support for Ihc
plan."
Kentucky Stale President Mary
L. Smith agreed with Funderburk.
"Faculty arc the ones who should
decide what goes into the curriculum." Smith said.
Council members said the council has a responsibility to govern the
SEE CHE, PAGE A5

Bicycle
cop rides
his beat

Co-ed halls have fewer check-ins
BY LANNY BRANNOCK

Assistant news editor
It happens every night just before
midnight. Couples surround the front
desk to check out of the residence halls.
It happens at every dorm — except
Todd, Duprce and Martin halls.
The three co-ed halls have very few
check-ins. if any. each day. while every
other hall has at least 25 a day. according to the check-in sheets at each front
desk.
This has students living in the traditional same-sex halls upset, because they
feel they don't have the same freedoms
as the students in co-ed halls.
"That s not fair; they don't have to
fool with this (checking-in)," said Ben
McClellan, a Palmer Hall resident who
was in the process of checking-in his

BY PANNA ESTWPGE

News writer
He pedals his way around campus looking for people breaking the
law.
He isn't a vigilante on a bike,
he's a police officer.
Scotty Saltsman. 26. is Eastern's
first campus police officer to
mount a mountain bike and go out
on patrol.
He is a fully trained police officer who has worked full time for
Eastern's campus police department
since January 1991.
"I can respond to calls, just like
any officer, and usually quicker,"
Saltsman said. "I can usually get
there in half the time of an officer in
a cruiser or on foot. I can take short
cuts, go up and down stairs, jump
curbs. It's just a lot quicker."
Another plus for the program is
personal contact.
"I would much rather do this
than be in the cruiser or on foot
either one," Saltsman said. "I get to
meet more people and let them
know that police are people too; that
it's not just a uniform and a badge."
He said he has received a lot of
positive comments from both faculSEE COP; PAGE A6
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Progress/ SELENA WOODY
Scotty Saltsman, a public safety officer, is Eastern's first bicycle cop. Ha patrols campus on weekends and says he can
respond to calls "a little quicker" than other officers. Public
safety la in the process of training a second bicycle cop.
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girlfriend.
"My cousin lived over in Todd, and if
we were going to go do something. I
would just get on the elevator and go up
to his room," said Erica Brown, a Combs
Hall resident.
Desk workers are also frustrated over
the easily skirted rules of open house at
co-ed halls.
"It isn't fair, really. If we have to
check in. then they should have to." said
Jessica Trcadway. a Palmer Hall desk
worker.
"I think we should all get extended
open house hours. They do it on other
college campuses; we should do it here
too."
said
Meka
Davis.
a
Commonwealth desk worker
At Eastern, same-sex halls and coed
SEE CO-ED, PAGE A6

WHO USES
OPEN HOUSE
Number of guests
checked in Tuesday.
Co-ed halls
Dupree
Martin
Todd

Traditional halls
Burnham
38
Clay
52
Combs
24
Commonwealth 47
Keene
73
Palmer
24
Sullivan
22
Telford
83

GAINING CONTROL OF YOUR LIFE
When weight
control goes too
far, it can become
a life and death
battle. For more
information about
eating disorders,
see the features
page. 67

3
4
4
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Changes to
satisfy the
student body
There are times when every person wishes he/she was in charge, made all the rules
and got the respect bestowed upon him
because of his high-ranking position.
I guess it's just human nature to want to
be in charge from time
(o time.
Although everyone
may think they want to
be in charge, they probably never consider the
responsibilities or
guidelines of the position they crave.
I know I don't, that
Don Perry
would take the fun out
CARPE DIEM
of thinking you were
the ruler.
Last week, while sitting in a boring I
don't-know-why-I should-even-be-in-here
general ed class, I began daydreaming
(imagine that) about being a ruler, the topdog.
This time I wasn't daydreaming about
being President of the United States or even
of the Cincinnati Reds. I've had those
dreams before, but being more mature and
focused, I had in mind a position more
important to me as an Eastern student.
For just a few minutes (until the end of
class). I thought of the changes I would try
to make as President of Eastern Kentucky
University.
Of course, my little daydream will never
come close to reality for several reasons,
most notably the fact that being president
requires certain qualifications I will never
have, and the president is appointed by a
board of regents, not by a vote of the student body.
Not to mention the fact that I have no
desire to accept the enourmous amount of
.responsibility that is expected of a ttniversi-

I fJresfcfeM-

1 £ However jhere are still chances I "would
f 9fcc to rrfakc* rjr
' *
. y With the students in mind when consul
I cjing the changes of rules I want to make. I
ajn sure I could gel some support from the
s*(idcni population.

Changes on the way?
;J My first act as president would be to kill
^«i in classes. The first classes would begin
a>9:l5a.m.
■ - Believe me, there is a BIG difference
between the two.
Next, I would do something about parking. Exactly what I don't know, but I would
do something like have all the freshmen
park in Lancaster or Stratton lots and ride
the bus to campus.
This would probably free up something
; like 3.000 or 4.000 parking spots.
I would insist on better phone services.
Call waiting would be nice. Most rooms
'have two students, one phone line; see the
• problem'.'
I may do away with the physical plant
;and hire private contractors to do the job.
; Other universities have done this successfully, and I'll bet they don't have to wait
I seven months to get something fixed.
' NO MORE TUITION INCREASES!!'
2Enough is enough: while the economy is not
jincreasing. year after year tuition is. It is
jllmc to stop that, and as president, I demand
{there be no more increases.
J t There arc other things I would like to
<c#iange. but you know daydreams can only
he as long as the class you're in.
, Besides, there is no board of regents in
ii - right mind that would uphold such decisions.

Society not
so humane
after scratch

A Modest Proposal
Children are more valuable than money
Here's a modest proposal for preventing the
children of students and faculty from being a burden during the parents' pursuit of educational goals
and making them beneficial to the public.
We are not advocating such a proposal as
Jonathan Swift's satirical one which stated the
poor children of Ireland should be used as food
for their Irish occupiers to mitigate their economic problems.
We are advocating a proposal by the faculty
senate to open a day care center on campus.
Eastern needs one for faculty, staff and students who haveio mgm^about the welfare of
their children wHile at the university.
ConsiderthisJ
"^
1.) A survey by the Ad Hoc committee
appointed by the senate showed that all of the
day care centers in Richmond were full;
2.) Surveys among university faculty and staff
showed they "are willing to pay for quality and
convenience in child care."
3.) The committee found the biggest cost of
the project to be the initial cost of developing a
building and, depending on the capacity of the
center and the cost of tuition, the center would
make money for the university.
Plus, the committee didn't even factor in
money they could make by having evening.

No excuses, better weight room needed
Students see the need for a new weight room.
Robert Baugh, dean of the college of health,
physical education, recreation and athletics, sees
a need for a weight room, too.
While the students and Baugh agree that a
weight room is needed, they don't see eye to eye
on how to gain the facility.
Students who use the only weight room open
to non-athletes say a new facility should be built,
or they should at least be allowed to use the new
facility planned for student athletes.
Baugh doesn't see it that way.
He said money has been spent in the past to
make the Begley weight room a better facility,
but admits it doesn't accommodate students.
Baugh also said he is constantly looking for
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more space for a weight room on campus.
Look no further. The basement of Clay Hall
sits empty. The room which used to house Cafe
Clay has been empty for two years; why not propose turning the empty room into a weight
room?
All it would take is to put a little effort into
raising money to buy equipment.
The university successfully raised a great deal
of money for a new fitness and wellness facility
for student-athletes; maybe a similar campaign
could raise money for at least new equipment for
a weight room for all students.
BOTTOM LINE: It's time the university put
forth the same effort to offer students what they
are offering student-athletes — a fitness facility.

HOW TO REACH US

THE EASTERN PROGRESS

Don Perry

weekend and summer services.
The center also would be good hands on training for the department of human environmental
sciences and a way to recruit and keep faculty
and students at Eastern.
At the faculty senate meeting Sept. 11, when
the motion was passed. President Hanly
Punderburk asked questions about the cost of the
facility and, by some of the comments he made
in the meeting, it is obvious costs will be the
overriding issue in the final decision.
"I'm not speaking against the motion,"
Funderburk said, "but somebody's got to look at
all the costs that go into this motion. It's something we probably need to do if we can find a
way of making it break even."
The proposal has been made several times in
the past, but it has never made it through the
final stages. It's time to change that and create
something long-needed at the university.
Let's not allow the faculty senate's motion to
be stopped by the concern of money, because the
welfare of our youth goes way beyond budgets
and funding.
BOTTOM LINE: President Funderburk and
the university should not be overly concerned
with dollars and cents on this issue, but looking
at the need of a day care center on campus.
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This past weekend, I went with my father
and stepmother to the Lexington Humane
Society. We had visions of the cuddly little
animal we wanted to bring home, and were
feeling good about ourselves, considering we
were about to save some
sweet kitten from the
whole death row scene
in "Lady and the
Tramp."
In the building, we
found ourselves in a
room of cats desperate
for homes. We walked
Jennifer
from cage to cage and
Almjeld
finally found a kitten we
MY TURN
absolutely loved.
When the kitten was
passed to my father,
after being held by everyone else in the room.
it got scared. In an attempt to free itself from
my father's arms, the kitten scratched him.
It was not a deep gash gushing with blood
It was a wound that we had to strain to see.
Thinking nothing of the incident, we made
our way to the desk, where we began the
paperwork for the adoption. When my father
casually mentioned we had frightened the
poor creature and it had scratched him, we
created a problem we had not considered.
We were told a report had to be filed, and
the animal had to be tested for rabies.
My naivete prevented me from realizing
this meant that the cat would be put to sleep
The only way to test for rabies is to test an
animal's brain tissue.
We were distraught. We came with the
sole purpose of saVing an animal and now,
because of us, an animal was going to die.
My father offered to adopt the kitten and
waive his right to sue the Humane Society
should he become ill. The women behind the
desk simply shook their heads and mumbled
something about policy.
Then, one of the woVk'ers fetched the cat
and held it just beyond bur reach behind the
counter. It was horrible. My stepmother, an
avid animal lover, was in tears and my father
was enraged.
This cat was not some crazed animal
foaming at the mouth. It was one of the
healthiest looking cats in the building.
I know there are some people who think
that getting upset over an animal is foolish.
Usually I am one of those people. I don't cry
over animals killed in movies, and I'm not
against humane hunting. I don't picket fur
stores or refuse to eat meat. I'm not a fanatic
for animal rights, but I am concerned with
what is right and wrong.
It's wrong for this organization to run
advertisements begging people to come and
rescue these animals without telling them
what they may be setting themselves up for.
It is wrong to let people handle the animals,
unsupervised, and not tell them what will
happen if the poor animal nicks them. It is
wrong to make sensitive people live with the
death of an animal on their consciences.
To my family, this kitten became a symbol
of every social injustice in society. We decided that this cat would not die without a fight.
We contacted an old family friend, who just
happens to be a lawyer. We called radio and
television stations and a local newspaper
After the threats to contact media organizations, we learned the cat will live.
I'm not saying this is a bad organization.
On the contrary, it's a very worthy cause thai
I highly recommend people consider when
looking for a pet. I want to warn people to be
very careful when they go to animal homes,
so their acts of kindness don't become tragic.
Almjeld is a junior journalism major from
Berea and is activities editor for the Progress.

CORRECTIONS
A story on the Arts page last week did not include
the location of the newly opened Coffee Connection,
rhe establishment is located at 140 E. Main St. in
the building where Toms Pizza was located.
.J* 25 £*?? Beal last wcek mistakenly listed
the plea of Chad Seagraves. Original charges were
amended to driving contrary to the law.

QUOTE OF WEEK
Higher education has already absorbed too
much of the cuts caused by irresponsible political
promises and unrealistic state budgets of the past
I know the funding facts and they are grimL"
—Larry Forgy,
Republican candidate for governor

M
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Start preparing for life after college
Why do people come to Eastern? and my home state is New Jersey,
Is it because of the academic prohome to Stanley Cup winners the
gram? Is it for athletics? Or, is it for
New Jersey Devils, a diverse poputhe pure heck of it?
lation, asphalt and farms and almost
Perhaps you fit into one of the
8 million people. I decided to give
above, or perhaps you
Eastern the ol' college
chose to go to Eastern
try, because it has a
because it's in your
much better deaf educabeloved Kentucky, the
tion program than my
home state for over 90 perprevious college.
cent of Eastern's students.
While I was at
But what of the other 10
Trenton State College, I
percent who don't live in
went home for the
Kentucky, or the country?
weekend almost every
Labor Day weekend
week because there was
Russell
came and went like the
nothing to do on camGoddardjr.
wind, and because so many
pus. Because I am 725
MY TURN
people live near Eastern,
miles away from home,
the campus was virtually
I am forced to think
deserted, leaving behind the out-ofabout the whole arrangement.
staters to suffer the boredom of
I have come to this conclustaying on campus with a ton of
sion: It is better not to go home for
homework.
the weekend so often, because
This got me thinking about the
going home every weekend is not
whole thing — Is going home for
adequate preparation for life after
the weekend so frequently such a
college.
good idea?
Here's why; college is supposed
Before I go into such deep
to be a place for preparation, right?
thought, let me introduce myself. I
Well, not only does college pream a junior special education major, pare you academically, college also
concentrating in hearing impairprepares you emotionally for the
ment.
world out there when you graduate.
I'm also the on-line editor for the And what happens when you graduProgress, and my job is to mail the
ate?
stories on the Internet's Gopher
Do you continue to go home to
server, accessible through the VAX, your mom and pop every weekend
to the Progress. I am a transfer stufor the rest of your life?
dent from Trenton State College,
Eventually, you'll have to move

out of the nest and be your own
dog. And the best time to prepare
for this is at college. Think of it as
real life; not as a jail term.
I'm not writing this column
because I hate my parents. I love
them dearly, and I thank them for
putting up with my mischief for 20
years.
When it was time for my parents
to go back to New Jersey and leave
me here at Eastern, they literally
cried a river. I have never seen my
father cry so much since my grandfather died several years ago. Yes, it
was sad, but it was for the best.
So my advice to all college students is to stay on campus for at
least a couple of weekends and see
what it's like.
Sure it may get boring, but hey,
who said life's a party? Boredom is
as much of a part of your life as
food, so you may as well get used to
it.
. If it helps any, remember this little tidbit: Home may be where the
heart is, but absence makes the
heart grow fonder.
Believe me, when you go home
for Thanksgiving or Christmas
break after not being home for so
long, home will be a much better
place than it is if you go home every
weekend.
Goddard is a junior deaf education major from Key port. N. /., and
is on-line editor for the Progress.

]

PEOPLE POLL
Compiled by Janna GIliatpie

Q: What do you think should be done about a fitness
facility for students on campus?

Teresa Martin, senior
pre-occupational therapy. Louisville.
"It would be a good •
idea. For other people
that are looking for
schools, it may be
something positive for
Eastern."

Richard Mills, junior
fire-safety engineer,
Lexington.
"I don't know what they
need to do, but they
need to do something.
It would be nice for students to be able to get
in and exercise."

Mandy Kazee, undeclared sophomore,
Lexington.
"Since I like to work
out, they should have
an updated facility at
convenient hours."

LETTERS FROM OUR READERS
Wet steps at halls a
danger to all students
Dear editor,
I have a complaint about the
steps outside of several dorms.
Most, if not all, of these steps
have steel plated comers I suppose
are for design and show. But, when
it rains, these plates become slipand-slides.
I have fallen more than once,
and a lot of people I know that live
in my dorm (Dupree) have done the
same.
This safety hazard could one day
cost Eastern huge sums of money in
lawsuits filed by crippled students
because of these plates on the steps.
If nothing is done, at least the
university should warn people as to
the danger involved in slipping on
these steps.
Jeremy Watson
Dupree Hall

Guidelines for letters
The Eastern Progress encourages readers to write letters to the
editor on topics of interest to the
university community.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and limited to 2S0
words. The Progress reserves the
right to condense letters over 250
words.
If a letter has excessive
spelling, grammar and punctuation errors, the editor reserves the
right to urge the writer to make
revisions.
Carbon copies, photocopies
and letters with illegible signatures or are unsigned will not be
accepted.
The Progress reserves the right
not to publish letters that are
judged to be libelous or in poor
taste.

Letters should be addressed to
the newspaper and should contain
the writer's signature, address and
phone number. Letters for publication will be verified.
The Progress also gives its
readers an opportunity to voice
more detailed opinions in a column called "Your Turn."
Those interested in writing for
this column should contact the
editor prior to submitting the article.
Letters and columns should be
mailed to The Eastern Progress.
I 17 Qqnovan Annex, Eastern
Kentucky University, Richmond,
Ky. 40475.
Letters and columns may also
be submitted by e-mail. The
Progress internet address is
progrcss@acs.cku.edu.

A LOOK BACK

5

years ago. Sept 20,1990:
"New plan will assist hearing impaired"
A
Telecommunications
Device for the Deaf (TDD) purchased by the Student Judicial
Affairs Office for Todd Hall was
installed this week as the first step
in the office's four-year plan to

Jagger Coffey, sophomore computer electronics, Winchester.
"If they had a gym, they
should support training
classes, personal trainers. Something to keep
everybody interested
and motivate people."

improve university standards for
disabled students.
"Army, citizens at odds over
nerve agents"
More than 35 tons of outdated
chemical weapons stored at the
Lexington Bluegrass Army Depot in
central Madison County are the
focus of a controversy between
county residents and the Army.

Regents cut funding for the rifle
team, eliminating it as a university
sport. The team had been in existence since the early 1950s.
^ £T years ago, Sept. 24,
/j 1970:
"Homecoming
Committee
selects
event's theme"
Marshall Oarrctt. chair of the
Homecoming Committee, said
Tuesday that the theme of this
year's Homecoming is, "You've
Read It In The Newspaper."
"Jesse Stuart to speak"
Kentucky author Jesse Stuart
will deliver the 1970-71 Kincaid
Lecture at 8 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 29,
in Hiram Brock Auditorium.
"Men's Intramural action goes
into full swing"
Intramural football started.
Tennis single matches started
Tuesday; Hole in One finals will be
held tomorrow at 3:30 on the intramural fields. Date and time for tugof-war matches will be announced
later.

-g >-y years ago, Sept. 26,
( ) 1985:
-*- V^ "Improper
storage
caused depot blast"
The improper storage of rocket
propellant caused the June 6 explosion that destroyed a storage igloo
at the Army Depot in Madison
County, according to a report
released by the Army last week.
"Students elect 58 in low voter
turnout"
In the lowest voter turnout in
five years. 415 students elected 58
senators to represent the student
body as members of the 1985-86
Student Senate.
"Shooters face life after sport"
On April 13, the Board of

Amy Shearer, senior
special education,
Winchester.
'Since I'm a commuter.
I think it would be good
for the residents that
live on campus."

nr

228 South
Second St.
Call ahead for
Carry-Out & Delivery
or stop by for Dine-In
Video Games & Pool

Compiled by Danna Estridge
Iyear ago, Sept. 22,1994:
"Stateland relocating to
Meadowbrook Farms"
Because so much land has been
taken up by the expansion of the
law enforcement complex and the
development of parking lots.
Eastern plans to relocate its campus
dairy operation from its present
location across the Bypass from
Roy Kidd Stadium to the university's other facility, located in Waco
between Richmond and Irvine.
"AC (Ire destroys football uniforms"
A fire in the laundry room of
Alumni Coliseum burned a full
dryer load of football uniforms and
interrupted classes for many faculty
and students.

David Lee, senior
physics, Irvine.
"It should be improved.
A state-of-the-art gym
or training facility for
student use would be
helpful. They raised
tuition enough, they
ought to be able to pay
for it."
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FAST FREE DELIVERY

623-0330
only

Present this coupon for

$12 95

2 Large 14" Pizzas
with 2 toppings
Not valid with other offers

tax included
expires.9/30/95

Present this coupon for a

Large 14" Pizza
With Your Favorite Topping
Not valid with other offers

$685
tax included
_ex£ires 9/30/95

.l

only

Present this coupon for a

$630

Medium 12" Pizza
with 1 toppings
Not valid with other offers

UPS & DOWNS

only

tax included
expires 9/30/95

Present this coupon for the

Pizza of the Month-Barbeque Chicken
Large
Medium

Up to:

Down to:

Up to:

Campus police

The Washington
Post

SportsSouth

Public safety arrested
two suspects in connection with break-ins of
vehicles on campus.
Keep up the good
work.

The paper caved into
the threats of a coward
when it published the
ranting Unabomber manifesto.

The network will air
Eastern's away game
against Tenn. Tech
Saturday. Viewers can
catch the game at 3:30
p.m. on Channel 17.

Suggestions for UPS St DOWNS ar. welcome To make a suggestion, call 622 ! M2

i

$8.95
$7.95

Apollo Super Special
Hot 8U Sub, Garlic Bread &
Liter of Coke

I
i

only

$550

Not valid with other offers

tax included
_exjjires 9/30/95,

Hoagie Special

only

■

Steak Hoagie
& Liter of Coke

$495
to****

;
!

.NcJyalijJwjthQt^gr fitters.

Sun.-Wed. 11 a.m.-1:30 a.m.
Thurs -Sat. 11 a.m.-2:30 a.m.

.expires 9/30/95

I

Garlic Bread $1.75
Soft Drinks $1.05
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Recycling cuts down on waste
EjV |ANNA GlLLASPIE

JVetvs editor
I. •

'.;- During I994, the university
Ir.uilod 477,000 pounds less garbage
10 the landfill than in 1993. This
i?as mostly because the university
foiyclcd its paper waste.
•;-jn January of 1991, the universiiy^tartcd recycling office paper.
"All universities probably have
more paper than any other recyclable," said David Williams, assislanl director of physical plant.
['he university also recycles aluminum cans, motor oil, tires, batteries, used appliances and scrap
metal, Williams said.
Although the paper recycling
uvepiaclcs are not campus-wide,
about 60 percent of all office buildings arc equipped to separate paper
products from other trash. Offices
iml the computer labs have separate
receptacles for paper because they

with the university. The center is
not yet ready to fully open its doors.
He is waiting for the access road to
the building to be surfaced before
accepting large loads of recyclables,
but residents can bring in material
now.
"I would be glad to have them as
soon as we get this road blacktopped," Carrier said.
The university is in a paper recycling competition with other state
universities, sponsored by April
Haight, recycling coordinator of
Mon-head State University. As of
May, Eastern has recycled the most
paper.
Because the university is an
office environment, Williams said,
"our main focus is going to remain
paper."
Williams encourages students to
recycle any paper possible, especially notebooks at the end of each
semester.

are where the highest volume of
paper products come from.
All residence halls have receptacles for paper and aluminum cans,
with a separate area for pizza boxes.
Williams hopes to expand the
recycling program to include glass,
steel cans and plastic from food services.
The university recycles with
Lexington Recycling now. With the
Madison
County/Richmond
Recycling Center opening soon,
Williams says the university may
start taking recyclable material to
the new center.
He says this move would save
money on gas mileage hauling the
material to Lexington.
"I feel confident we will reach an
agreement with them (Madison
County/Richmond
Recycling
Center)." Williams said.
Dale Carrier, director of the new
recycling center, is eager to work

Police nab car break-in suspects
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

"Campus police arrested two
I exingtOfl men early in the morning
Sept 15 for breaking into and stealing from vehicles parked in
Lancaster and Kccnc parking lots.
Robbie C. Turpin (alias Robbie
Johnson). 18, Lexington, was
arrested and charged with receiving
stolen property over $300 and disorderly conduct.
V'Kenneth L. Pcndygraft, 19,
Lexington, was also arrested and
lejJaTgcd with receiving stolen property over $300.
>> Wynn Walker, assistant director

of public safely, said the Lancaster
lot was staked out after observing a
window broken out of a vehicle.
"We hope when we make an
arrest like this, it will deter others
who may commit a crime like this."
Walker said.
Police are still searching for a
black male named "Chuck" or
"Buck" who helped commit the
thefts, according to the police
report.
According to the report, the men
returned to the Lancaster lot from
Keene Lol, where they were spotted
by public safely officers trying to
break into a vehicle unsuccessfully.
When the men were pulled over

at Cardinal Lane, Turpin and
"Buck" fled and were hiding in the
grass watching the traffic stop,
according to the police report.
Turpin and "Buck" were later
spotted at Super One Foods, where
Turpin was arrested and was
charged with disorderly conduct for
fleeing the scene, the report said.
Several stolen items were found
in the truck used in the thefts,
including stereos, amplifiers, speaker boxes, CDs, flashlights and other
items.
Walker said the items that could
be identified by the victims had
been returned to them, and some of
the items belonged to suspects.

PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS
Place classified ads before noon on Mondays S2 for 10 words.
SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS
Train and jump the same day for
ONLY $90! Lackey's Airport, US
APOLLO PIZZA: Drivers wanted. 25 South, 6 miles from Bypass,
Must be 18 yrs old and have own turn right on Menelaus Rd. Sat &
car and insurance. Apply in person. Sun. 10 a.m. For information, call
(606)87?-0311 or986-8202week228 S Second Street.
ertds
WANTED! 10 serious people who
want to lose weight and make
KASUAL TEES
money! $25,000 part time potential
(MLM) 606-623-5915.
Box 774, Olathe, KS 66051.
station next to the restaurant.

HELP WANTED...
Boone's Restaurant & Lounge,
700 Ford Rd., Winchester. KY,
across from Boonesbo rough Stale
Park is accepting applications for
lull and part time help (or the following positions: Cook, waiter,
waitress, busboy, dishwasher and
bartender

WANTED110 serious people who
want to lose weight and make SPRING BREAK! Travel Free with
money! $25,000 part time poten- SunSplash Tours. Highest comtial (MLM) 606-623-5915.
missions paid, at lowest prices.
Campus representatives wanted to
We are excited—We are sell reliable tours. Jamaica, Cancun,
pleased—McDonald's Is coming Bahamas, Daytona, Panama City
to BOONESBOROUGH—But we and Padre 1-800-426-7710.
need you to make this complete.
We will be accepting applications Earn $50,000 or more within 90Monday thru Friday 3:00 p.m. -6:00 120 days processing mail at home.
p.m.and Saturday 11:00 a.m.-2:00 For FREE information, send a long
p.m.. Excellent starting salary, flex- SASE to JR. Publications, P.O.
ible hours, paid vacations, meals Box 25165, Lexington, KY 40524included. Join our team and be a 5165.
part of the excitement. Applications being taken at the B-P Gas $1,000 FUNDRAISER! Fraternities.
Station I-75 and Exit 95.
Sororities and Student Organizations: You've seen credit card
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
fundraisers before, but you've never
Fisheries. Earn up to $3,OO0-$6,0O0»
seen the Citibank fundraiser that
per month. Room and Board!
pays $5 per application. Call Donna
Transportation! Male or Female. No
at 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualiexperience necessary. For more
information call:
fied callers receive a FREE cam(206) 545-41 S5e»t A 55341
era.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT

STUDENTS WANTED to promote
the most killer Spring Break Trips
on campus. Earn high $$ commissions and free trips! Must be outgoing and creative. Call immediately
1-800-SURFS-UP.

Make up to S?S-MS [xi hour trachin| I>JM.
conversational English abroad Japan. Taiwan.
and S Korea Many employers provide room &
board • other benefits No teaching; background
or Asian languages required1
lor more
information call.

(206) 632-1146 eil. JSfrUI

CRUISE

LOST AND FOUND.
Lost!! Gold bracelet somewhere
on campus. If found please contact
Amanda at 624-5123.

JO

Students Needed!
Earn up 10 S2.<XXWm<> working lor
Cruise Ships or 1 and I..ur compailici
World Travel Summer and Full Time
employment available No experience
necessary For more information call :
(206) 634-0468 c«l. C55.141

FOR SALE.
Apple II monitor, $40 or best offer.
Call 622-1578 for more informaEarn $2500 & Free Spring Break tion.
Trips! Sell 8 trips & go free! Best
Compiled by Janna Gillaspie
trips and prices! Bahamas, Cancun, FOR RENT.
includes all materials, refreshments and lunch. The Jamaica, Florida! Spring Break Share 2-bedroom house. Quiet
Donovan Annex
neighborhood. $250 includes
deadline for Ihe Sept. 27 seminar is Friday, Sept. 22. Travel 1-800-678-6386.
sprayed after black
washer/dryer, all utilities. Call 623For more information or to register, call 622-1224.
EARN CASH stuffing envelopes 2410.
widow spider found
at home. All materials provided
Physical plant workers sprayed
Truman scholarship offers
Send SASE to National Mailers P.O.
insecticide and fogged the Donovan

NEWSBRIEFS

P' .

>L,
tVAMPUS

Annex Building Friday after what appeared to be a
I black widow spider was found in a classroom, said
I David Hepburn, assistant director of the physical plant.
The spider was captured and has been sent to an
entomologisl to determine if it was indeed a black
widow. Hepburn said. Three certified pesi control operators examined ihe spider and believe it to be a black
widow.
The black widow is identified by a red or reddish
irangc hourglass shape on the lower abdominal region
li is a poisonous spider, common in the southwest
tinied Slates.
The hue of a black widow may cause a severe maclinn with intense local pain thai spreads to other parts of
[he body. The besi treatment is aniivenom.

Professional development
seminars to be held on campus
1 In- division of public programs will offer a scries of
day-long professional development seminars beginning
Sept. 27 These seminars are part of the First Line
Supervision Certification Program.
The first, scheduled for Sept. 27. will cover Stephen
( ivcy's "The Seven Habits of Highly Effective
People " Other seminars will follow throughout the
[.cinesicr.
Ml the seminars will be held 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Perkins Building. The fee is $175 per seminar. $150 for
lour or more from the same organization. This fee

Full-time juniors in "the upper quarter of their class
who are U S citizens and committed to a career of public service can apply for a Truman scholarship. The
Harry S. Truman Scholarship Program will award up to
85 scholarships nationwide in 1996. providing up to
$30.(XK) for educational expenses.
Scholars selected as juniors receive up to $3,000 for
the senior year of undergraduate education and as much
as $27,000 for graduate studies. For more information
and application materials, contact Vance Wisenbaker in
ihe Roark Building Room 105 or by telephone at 6221405. Application packets should be picked up by Oct.
13. The deadline for completed applications is Oct. 24.

Public safety received a rcporl of $650 cash being
stolen from a Brockton trailer Monday.
The alleged suspect, described only as a black male
was spoiled while driving away in a red two-door
Pontiac alter leaving through a back entrance. The police
report said a knife was found on the floor of the trailer.

Eastern teacher earns top award
Merila Thompson, a health education professor, is
the recipient of the Kentucky Advocates for Higher
Education's Acorn Award.
The annual award honors outstanding college teachers and is accompanied by a $5,000 prize.
Thompson was awarded the Acorn Award during
Council on Higher Education meetings in Lexington,
Sunday. She was selected from more than 40 applicants.
Thompson, a native of Knox County, has taught at
Eastern since 1972.

POLICE BEAT
Sept. 13
Bryson K. Alford reported his
wallet was taken alter he left it briefly
in Ihe Powell Fountain food Court.
I insl. > Morgan. 47, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with disorderly conduct and charged under
emergency menial detention
; Jonathon I). Hilgeford. 18.
Richmond, was arresled and
{(urged with alcohol inioxication
David
Smallwood.
26,
ftJicholasvillc. was arrested and
Charged with violation of an emergency protection order.
I^e A. Shell. 25. Richmond, was
arrested and charged with possesjion of marijuana.
j Sept. 12
Richard Adams reported iwo
Herbic Curbies were stolen from his
residence.
Jason A. Surgener. 20.
■Richmond, was charged with pos-

WIN A FREE TEE SHIRT!

tap •****■

Just be the first to come
down to First Gear, and
answer the following
question:
Who is buried in Grant's
tomb? (or the name of the
unknown soldier)
Lad aoMks winner: Rob Hicks
lad weeks answer: Joe Garcia. Clarinets*
(On. wn par aakxiw per —ir—l* pMaM)

Progress
classifieds can
work for you.
To place your ad,
call 622-1881 by
noon Monday.

session of marijuana and possession
of drug paraphernalia.
Sept. 11
John P. Harlcy reported his running shoes were stolen from the
men's locker room of the Weaver
Building.
Craig Pellizzaro reported $34
and his Michigan driver's license
were missing from his wallet after it
was returned to him from Telford
Hall's garbage.
Sept. 10

Paul C. Motley reported his
office had been broken into and a
black soft sided briefcase with
"School Reform" on it was stolen.
Jennifer Montgomery reported
the convertible top on her vehicle
had been cut.
Kennithea Beatrice Clark, 23.
Barbourville, was arrested and
charged with drug paraphernalia
possession and possession of marijuana.
Melissa K. Lyons reported her
wagon had been stolen.

TAYLOR'S
* DISCOUNT LIQUOR * BEER * WINE *
'On Main Street-Across the Tracks"
623-3283
Milwaukee's Best
or Best Lt.
$3.99
12/pk
or
$7.70
a case.

Coors Light

Natural Light

$5.99
12/pk
or
$11.99
a case.

$3.99 12 Pack
or

NEW
Tropical Freezes

Bacardi
Breezers

Flavors Available
• Tropical Punch
• Strawberry Daquiri
• Margarita

$3.99
4/pk

• Peach

ALL FLAVORS AVAILABLE

Compiled by Lanny Brannock

The following reports have
been filed with the university's
division of public safety:

GREEKS

When you see your letters
on our front door your
organization will save 10%
off all Greek Novelties.
242 South Second St.
624-2724

85 scholarships nationwide

Another Brockton area break-in
Flu vaccines available on campus results in theft of $650 cash

Influenza vaccines will be given from 9 a.m. to 4
p in. Oct. 16-20 at the Studeni Health Services. The
charge is S3. Anyone who has a cold or is allergic to
i ggs should not lake the vaccine.

<

Eric T. Miller. 24. Louisville,
was arrested and charged with driving under the influence of alcohol.
Sept 9
Steven D. Purvis. 25, was arrested and charged with assault 4th
degree.
Sept. 8
Anthony T. Whittamore. 28,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with assault 4th degree.
Michael W. Fisher was arrested
and charged with criminal trespass
3rd degree.
Kenneth Tackett reported a
vehicle parked in Alumni Coliseum
had its window broken out.
Sept. 7
Patrick Spare reported his
motorcycle had been damaged after
someone had moved it to park in a
space.
Sept.6
Lisa Cult on reported an indecent
exposure incident in the library. ^-

Boone's Farm Wine
2 for $4.99
All Flavors Available

A

94.00

Rattlesnake Kits
$14.99 Each

Milwaukee's Best 40 oz. 99$
Ancient Age
Early Times
Canadian Mist
Castillo Rum

(travelers)

* KEG SPECIAL *

Milwaukee's Best

$31.95

Ml si HI: 2

Why pay higher prices
everywhere else. Come by
and check out our low prices!
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Candidates make no promises to higher ed;

Center funding goal
reaching completion

Forgy, Patton agree
schools suffering
from budget cuts

(Editor's note: This is the second of a two-part series examining Eastern's fitness and wellness
facilities on campus and the proposal to build a new facility.)

completion
date.
"Hopefully,
we'll get it
mm—mi ^f\
started as
soon as posBY [ANNA GILLASPIE
HEALTH
s i b 1 e , "
News editor
Abney said.
While a small percentage of
More than $700,000 has been students will benefit from this proraised through private donations posed facility, most of the student
for a new conditioning and well- body may never see the inside of
ness center, said Bill Abney, the building, said Joe Hoffman,
director of development.
president of the student senate.
The proposed building will be
"I think it's terrific that our
located at the north end of Roy athletes are getting a new stateKidd Stadium and will serve of-the- art facility," Hoffman
intercollegiate athletes and stu- said. "I just wish in the planning
dents in the colof the new facillege of health,
4m
ily that both the
physical educaacademic stution, recreation ,....,
dents and the
and athletics.
I think it s terrific that athletic students
Ur 0tMeteS
ettin
could benefit."
Hoffman said
be met by the end' « new state-of-the-art both groups
of the year, facility. I just wish in needed a new
Abney said.
.,
,
■
r,,
facility and with
"We would the planning of the new more research
like to exceed the facility that both the
and consultation, a facility
L7Ugh;- he s°aid.' students and athletic could have been
The proposed students could benefit." proposed to
building would
combine the two
house an athletic
facilities into
conditioning cenone building.
ter, a wellness
Hoffman said
center for diaghe
has
JOE HOFFMAN,
nostic testing and
researched
area
President ofSGA
offices for coachuniversities'
es and athletic
student health
administrators if enough money is and fitness facilities to better
raised.
understand what goes into provid"It is set up to be an academic ing this service to the student
athletic structure," Abney said.
body.
Health, physical education,
The Student Government
recreation and athletics majors Association will hold a forum
will use (he facility as a laborato- concerning the health and fitness
ry setting for practical experience, facility and its ideas for a student
said Robert Baugh, dean of the fitness center
college of health, physical educaThe forum is scheduled for 8
tion, recreation and athletics.
a.m. Sept. 27 in the Kennamer
When the funding process is Room of the Powell Building.
complete, the university will
"Anything to do to improve
begin contracting an architect and services to students would be an
builders. There is no expected improvement," Hoffman said.
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the next state budget.
Forgy said higher education had
been plagued with budget cuts, but
said there wasn't enough money in
the budget to support a $50 million
increase.
"I know of no program in the
commonwealth that has been as
severely neglected over the past few
years as public higher education,"
Forgy said.
He said although he would like
to help fund higher education, the
budget was roughly $15 million
short of being able to fulfil the $50
million wish.
"That is not something I am
going to come in here and promise
you," he told the crowd.
Patton said he would not promise
more money, but said his goal is "to
do more with less."
"Higher education has already
absorbed too much of the cuts
caused by irresponsible political

BY DON PERRY

Editor
LEXINGTON—The gubernatorial candidates made no promises for
more funding, but admitted higher
education had suffered because of
budget cuts over the past few years
at the Council on Higher Education
conference Monday.
Both Larry Forgy (R) and Lt.
Gov. Paul Patton (D) spoke to a
crowded room of representatives
from colleges around the commonwealth about higher education and
the desire for more funding.
Neither said they would support
a SS0 million budget increase they
said higher education will ask for in

Larry Forgy said higher education has suffered from
recent budget cuts.
promises and unrealistic state budgets of the past. I know the funding
facts, and they are grim," he said.
"But, I will not cut the budget,"
Patton promised.
Patton emphasized the maximum
use of facilities and said universities
should work harder with what
they've got.
"I don't see that right now," he
said.

Lt. Gov. Paul Patton said
schools should focus on
doing more with less.
Patton said university officials
should focus on working with what
they have before trying to take ori
more projects.
He said there were too many
empty classrooms on campuses
across the commonwealth to worry
about building more facilities.
"We can't get better doing the
same old thing the same old way,"
Patton said. "I'll be watching you to
see what you do."

CHE Council will vote on Strategic Plan Oct. 9 in Frankfort meeting

8

Conttnuad from front
schools and said there should be
some coordination between council
and schools.
"It's your responsibility to come
up with curriculum," council member Joe Bill Campbell said, "but it's
our responsibility to approve them."
Council member Allen Franks
said the state funding came from the
taxpayers, not the universities.
"Your money is coming from the

taxpayers, and we must answer to
the taxpayers," Franks said.
"Faculty who haven't changed their
notes in five years is a problem."
Funderburk, however, said the
universities are willing to give the
taxpayers what they want.
"Nobody is trying to hide behind
anything," he said. "We will answer
to what the taxpayers want.
"The presidents are caught in the
crossfire trying to do the best we
can," Funderburk said, "but I'll tell

AerobicS &SucH
PRO FITNESS CENTER
Ladies only
Offering 30 Classes Per week

$5 off Tanning
Package
or
Membership
_ ff^ago.

•B«glnn«rs/L«dle« plus-Body
Condltionlng'Low Impact aaroMca'Banch
A»roblc»C»rlfll»d Instructor* a
Gr.»tAtmo«ph«r.lUnllmit.d Vi.il.,
Unlimited UM ol Excreta* Equipment &
Sauna'Overalzad Tanning Bad

.! Ladies $25/month or $3 per visit

312 Spangler Or
on By Ciss
Bohmd Pi/za Hut

?»W»0OOO««OOWOW«MOO«»«O»»»M«OOOOOOOCW
"Putter

M I 3 30 p (

I 9:30 a

you this thing is infringing on the
board's rights."
James Miller, chair of the council, said he wanted to hear specifics
from the presidents and it was
"extremely frustrating" they weren't
presenting any, saying "I want to
put this to bed."
"I think this plan is right where it
ought to be," Miller said.
The council will meet again Oct.
9 in Frankfort, where a vote will be
taken on the draft.

44
Your money is coming
from the taxpayers, and
we must answer to the
taxpayers.
ALLEN FRANKS,

council member

ReGisll
25% Off Color Sale
Save on highlights, color enhancers, and
full color through September.
Color by Logics

Offer expires 9/30/95

624-0610

Walk-ins welcome

c„. -.
624-0066
Richmond Mall

"Gat On Tha Right Track'

i

at

Krary Klubm
Family Fun Park

Hrmiy harts

!

Family Fun Park

Wednesday Night
EKU Student Night
50c OFF All Go-Cart Ride:
Miniature* Golf Tickets
Show Student I.D.

•Go-Karts
* Miniature Golf

Located 3 1/2 miles south of Richmond
US 25 at old Richmond Drive-In
Phone 623-7240
Hours: Mon. - Thur. 6-10 p.m.
Fri.6-12pm.
Sat. Noon-12 a m
Sun. 1 p.m.-10 p.m.
«-:«-x^x-m-:-:-:-:-:-:-x-x-:-:-:-:-:-K-:-:-Kv:-:-:«

RENT ALL THE ACTION TODAY!
"THE YEAR'S it. MOVIE!"

ftopk IHfum - Tmm Wamjmt • tu Hat Yak Tmm - tmwammmt WMify

Two THUMBS UP! A WILD RIDE!"

T. BOMBS
PARR0THEAD PARTY

V

Thurs. Sept 21

RENT 2
GET1

FREE Jimmy Buffett
tickets
for Best parrothead hat

SakmtOat

ANYTIME
WITH
STUDENT
ID!
2, 3, or 4
evening
rentals, you
make the
choice!

$1 7 oz. Coronas
$1 Margaritas
"The Quack"
on the patio
NO COVER

Tl»«HOMI

bomuman
Nil LINK
HiiMt: \iiim

rifiaas
898 Eastern Bypass • 624-1388 • 10 a.m.-midnight everyday

Make It A BLOCKBUSTER Might
M

Q
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SACS study released in library Direct loan program delayed
Report contains 26
recommendations,
94 suggestions
BY MATT MCCARTY

Managing editor
For those who cant wait to read
Eastern's self study for the
Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools, the wait is over.
Eastern's self study is on reserve
in the library, and Russell Enzie,
vice president for academic affairs.
said he's "very pleased" with the

outcome.
It took a tremendous amount of
time on a lot of people's part." he
said
The report contains 26 recommendations. 94 suggestions and 14
commendations. En/.ie said all the

recommendations must be made to
satisfy SACS' guidelines for reaccreditation.
"The recommendations are tied
directly to SACS criteria," Enzie
said.
He said each suggestion would
be studied, but change shouldn't be
made to meet SACS requirements.
The members of SACS will
receive a copy of Eastern's report
later this year, and a site team will
arrive March 11 to review Eastern.
Enzie is hopeful Eastern's committees discovered all the areas where
the university must improve and
that SACS will not And much.
Enzie said the self study was a
very effective way to find out where
the university needs to make
changes.
-*•
"We know they'll reaccredit us;
we're in good shape," Enzie said.
"This lets us see what we need to do

44

We know they'll
reaccredit us; we're in
good shape. This lets us
see what we need to do
better.

99
RUSSELL ENZIE,

vice president for academic affairs
better."
Enzie said everyone responsible
for a recommendation has been
assigned to respond to that recommendation, and those responses are
due back in mid-October.

BY DON PERRY

Editor
Delays in Congress have
pushed back Eastern's quest to
participate in the Federal Direct
Student Loan program.
The 2-year-old direct loan program has gained popularity with
several universities nationwide
because it eliminates the middleman in student loans and make the
enure process quicker for the students, said Susan Luhman. director
of financial aid.
Eastern applied to be a 1996
participant in the program, but has
been waiting for a notice of acceptance since July, Luhman said.
If accepted in the program.
Eastern would join Kentucky
State, the University of Kentucky,
Western Kentucky and Morehead

as other Kentucky schools participating in the direct loan program.
Although there was some concern last year that the direct loan
program would cut into funds generated by the standard Stafford
loan procedure, Luhman said it
was her understanding the difference would not be as substantial as
first thought.
Under the system Eastern uses,
money generated by Stafford Loan
fees is used to fund some workstudy programs and other forms of
financial aid through the Kentucky
Higher Education Assistance
Authority (KHEAA).
Luhman said she was excited
about Eastern becoming involved
in the direct loan program, but did
not know when the university
would get to use it.
She said delays have been put

on accepting more schools in the
program because the program is
being studied to determine if it is
cost-effective for the government.
"Congress is looking closely at
the direct loan program because
they don't think it is going to save
the government as much money as
first thought," Luhman said.
Congress is considering putting
a cap on the number of schools
participating in the program, she
said, which may delay Eastern's
acceptance even longer.
"At this point, we're kind of in
a limbo." Luhman said.
"This program is something we
are very interested in because it is
something that will help with all
the runaround with student loans,"
she said. "And I really like the
idea of students not having to wait
in line to sign for their checks."

MATH: Eastern, Murray don't require math course CO-ED: Safety main reason check-in required
Continued from front
Smith said "most of the majors"
require a higher-level math class
and, she added, university officials
ihink requirement of a lower level
would be "a waste of time."
Murr.i) has a general education
section of math and science, and
students who wish to can take all
ihiisc requirements in science.
I astern Math Professor Robert
Blythc, who served on the committee

that recommended the new requirement, said the committee felt math
was important beyond numbers.
"Math is an area which requires
logic and reason." Blythe said. "We
arc far behind most of the other
countries around the world in the
ability to use logic."
Blythe said, however, students
who wonder "When will I ever use
this stuff again?" are partly right.
"Some things we will cover in
class, some students will never

use." Blythe tells his classes.
However, he said what they will use
"is an approach to problem solving"
and "a universal thinking" that is
derived from math classes.
Batch said most students who
take general education math classes
take Math 105 or 106.
The self study also recommended the university take appropriate
steps to ensure students are competent in oral communication and in
the basic use of computers.

COP: Everyone pleased with service, Saltsman says
Continued from front
iv and students about his new duty.
"Everyone I've spoken to. from
the administration on down to the
students, is very pleased."
Salt' .in is pleased with the program as well, especially since he
was one ol the driving forces behind

implementing it
"1 was one of the officers that
proposed the bicycle patrol for our
division," Saltsman said. "I did all
the research on that and saw it was
followed up on. and I volunteered
for n I thought it would be a big

asset for our department as well as
for the university as a whole."
Saltsman was required to take a
four-day course at Western
Kentucky University taught by the
International Pol- e Mountain Bike
Association, a division of the
League of American Bicyclists,
which is based in Baltimore, before
going on bike patrol at Eastern.
Officer Gordon Turner, 27, a
campus bicycle patrol officer at
Western, said its campus has had a
bike patrol since September 1992.
Turner said the program has
worked very well for Western, and

echoed Saltsman's thoughts about
using the bike patrol as a way to get
closer to the campus community.
"It's easier to get students to talk
to officers on bicycles," Turner said.
"I'm kind of young, so it's easier for
me to connect with them on the bike
rather than in the cruiser."
Saltsman said several of the children at Brockton have noticed his
helmet and want one of their own.
"I think I can set a good public
example," Saltsman said. "I enjoy
helping people, and I think that one
of the biggest parts of my job as a
police officer is helping people."

(Top Loaders Only)

Limit one pet customer. Not good
» ah an) other coupon or discount.

Please clip and bring this coupon

Tanning packages for EKU students
Single visit $2.50 with ID
10 visits $20
15 visits $26.25
iyj "We really do want your business!"

Pink Flamingo
Laundry & Tanning Co.
620 Big Hill Avc
623-0076
7:30 :i.m. to 10 p.m. Mon-Sat
III a.m. to 10 p.m. Sun

Football isn't the only way to score.
Earn points by joining the Progress staff.^
We are now seeking to fill the position of ad
representative. Come gear up for the game of
sales. Stop by 117 Donovan Annex today
and pick up your application, or call
622-1881 tor more information.

^^
^\

Continind from from
halls are supposed to abide by the
same open house rules.
The rules state that residents
must check in a person of the opposite sex from noon until midnight on
weeknights. and until 2 a.m. on
weekends.
Non-residents of the co-ed halls
don't follow the rules, said Keith
Franklin, Todd-Dupree assistant
area coordinator.

"Do I expect more people to
check in? No. Should more people
be checking in? Yes," Franklin
said.
Franklin said it would not be difficult to have a non-resident of the
opposite sex in a co-ed room without checking them in.
"If you compare (check-in) totals
of single sex halls to Todd-Dupree,
there is an obvious difference,"
Franklin said.
The numbers support his theory.

DO YOU HAVE FOOT
OR ANKLE PAIN?

THE
CAtVRN

P.J. Manek, DPM
.Podiatrist

Bluegrass Foot &
Ankle Center
Medical Arts Bid.
527 W. Main St.
Richmond, Ky 40475
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Weekdays

(606)625-5815

A total of 10 couples had
checked into Duprcc Hall by 9:30
Tuesday night — since Saturday.
Four couples each had checked into
Todd and Martin Halls Tuesday.
"I can't ask everyone that walks
in (if they live here)." said Robert
McGuire. a Todd Hall desk worker.
And that seems to be the problem. With the desk workers changing every few hours, it is hard for
them to get to know a lot of faces,
Franklin said.

AND

10th Anniversary Book
Only $12.95 at the Little Professor!
To celebrate the 10th anniversary of a distinguished
partnership between a boy and his tiger who have
brought new life to the comic page, come in today to pick
up your personal copy.

Ill*-llllioiMl Mail I •023-0522

GRAND
OPENING
Mountain Maternal Health League

Planned
Parenthood
University Shopping Center • Eastern Bypass
(Next to Total Body Tanning Salon)

• Birth Control Available
• Affordable
• Caring
• Convenient

Women fs Health Experts

625-1122
Get your exam for $20!
Includes:
• Pap smear
• Breast exam
• Infection screening
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• Blood sugar test
• Weight screening
• Blood pressure check

BI
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I went from about 150 pounds to 120, and at 5 feet, 4 inches, I didn't look
unhealthy, so nobody knew... I was terrified of gaining the weight back.
99
A former Eastern student, who suffered from anorexia and bulimia

m too
Seemingly innocent comments can trigger eating disorders
BY

• In the United
States alone. 12 million people suffer
from anorexia nervosa or bulimia. Of
that 12 million, 92
percent are women.

• An anorexic will
wear layers of clothing to hide her fatness, not her thinness, as most people think.

• 93 percent of colleges surveyed by
the National College
Athletic Association
in 1992 reported
cases of eating disorders in their
women's athletic
programs.

• Out of 72 athletes
surveyed at Eastern
in 1992, 15 were
identified as being
at high-risk for
developing an eating disorder. In other
words, 20.8 percent
of the population
had an abnormal
relationship with
food.

• To get help, call
the counseling center on campus at
622-1303.

Editor's note: Those who suffer from eating
disorders often feel a sense of shame or
embarrassment and it is difficult for them
to talk about their problem. Consequently,
the name of the individual in this story has
been changed to protect her identity.
For Stacy Jones, it was nothing more than a simple
dieting technique. She
could eat anything she
wanted, and with a quick
trip to the bathroom, it would be gone.
She only wanted to lose 20 pounds so
she could look like ail of the smaller,
thinner girls in her ninth grade class.
But 20 pounds quickly turned into 30,
and before long, Jones was forcing
herself to vomit 10 to 15 times a day.
A sore, scratchy throat was a small
price to pay for her new figure.
"I remember feeling proud because
I thought I really had accomplished
something," said the 23-year-old former Eastern student. "Everyone told
me how good I looked. I didn't want it
to stop."
And it didn't.
For four years, Jones continued to
binge and purge as a way of maintaining her weight. Most of the time she
would only purge if she had stuffed
herself, which was about once a day.
"I went from about 150 pounds to
120, and at 5 feet, 4 inches, I didn't
look unhealthy, so nobody knew... I
was terrified of gaining the weight
back," she said.
It was during her first year of college
at Eastern that Jones realized she had a
problem. She often thought her esophagus would burst from the continual selfinduced vomiting. After months of
internal conflict, she finally decided to
seek counseling and has recovered.

She's not alone
Jones' story isn't unique.
In the United States alone, 12 million
people suffer from anorexia nervosa or
bulimia, the two main conditions that
classify as eating disorders. Of that 12
million, 92 percent are women.
Individuals who suffer from anorexia generally refuse any food at all, or
they eat tiny amounts of extremely
low-fat, low-calorie food after starving
themselves for a period of time.
Individuals who suffer from bulimia
often binge, or pig-out, then get rid of

TRACI

DILL,

STAFF

WRITER

THI; PROBLHM PROFILE
A parson with an eating disorder may show these danger signs.
• Make frequent excuses to skip
• Significant or extreme weight loss
meals or eat alone.
(15% or more)
• Be highly self-critical and strive for
• Ritualistic eating habits, such as
perfection
cutting food into tiny bites and chew• Discuss food, weight, body shape
ing each 20 times or so
continually
• Large food purchases disappear
• Listen to others' problems, but selsuddenly
dom share his or her own
• Unusual swelling around the jaw
• Become aloof, experience rapid
• Numerous laxative or diuretic wrapmood shifts
pers in the trash
Source National Anorexic Aid Society

the food by self-induced vomiting,
using laxatives, or using diuretics.
Of the two, bulimia can be more
dangerous because a person can be'
bulimic a lot longer than she can be
anorexic without someone noticing. A
bulimic is not necessarily thin. In fact,
they are often of normal weight or
even overweight.
What te easy and what te hard to get

Reid Luhman, a sociology professor
at Eastern, said society's values and
standards of what is beautiful contribute greatly to how some people
view themselves.
"There is a tremendous amount of
pressure on women to be thin... If you
grow up in this society, you can't
escape it." he said.
But it wasn't always that way.
Luhman said that years ago, overweight people were envied because
they were the only ones who were able
to afford food. Even in the 1950s,
models were full-figured. But the pendulum has swung so far that the models of today are unrealistically thin.
"It all boils down to what is easy
and what is hard to get," he said.
"Whatever is hard to get is a status
symbol... It's so easy to get fat."
While the values set by society can
contribute, Melissa Way, a clinical
psychologist at Eastern's counseling
center, said it isn't always the case.
"A lot of times, people who have
eating disorders don't feel like they
have^any control. This is their way of
getting some kind of control in something, which is what they do or do not
* put in their mouth," she said.

Way said factors such as abusive or
alcoholic parents are common among
people with eating disorders. Also, if a
parent is a perfectionist or extremely
success-oriented, the child may feel
like she can't live up to her parents'
expectations. Consequently, she may
turn to something she can control.
In addition, Way said seemingly
innocent comments can trigger eating
disorders, especially among athletes.
"If their coach says, 'Well, I bet you
would be able to run a lot faster if you
could lose a couple pounds,' that one
comment can start a whole down-hill
slide," she said.

Athletes and eating disorders
Athletes, in general, tend to have a
slightly higher average of eating disorders. A 1992 nationwide survey conducted by the National College
Athletic Association revealed that 93
percent of the colleges who participated reported cases of eating disorders in
their women's athletic programs.
Eva Clifton, athletic trainer at
Eastern, said that one way in which
trainers and coaches keep an eye on
female athletes is through the
"Athlete's Triad," which is a combination of nutrition, stress fractures and
menstrual cycle.
"If you have an eating disorder condition, then there is a good chance that
you're going to be setting yourself up
for a stress fracture or you've let your
body fat change enough to where you
won't menstruate. They kind of all
three go together," she said.
Three years ago, Clifton decided to
conduct a survey among the female

athletes at Eastern to try to identify
those who were at risk. The survey,
however, was not intended to diagnose
anyone with a certain disorder.
Out of 72 athletes, 15 were identified as being high-risk. In other words,
20.8 percent of the population had an
abnormal relationship with food.
"Overall, the athletic population has
more bulimic behavior than anorexic.
If you stay on anorexic behavior for
too long, you basically diet yourself to
the point of weakness and fatigue, and
you can't compete any more...They
self-eliminate in time," she said.
While there have been cases of eating disorders, Clifton said she doesn't
know of anyone at Eastern who has
gotten to the point where they could
no longer compete. However, she said
the high-risk percentage among
women athletes is still around 20 percent and is rarely seen among male
athletes at the university.

What can be done for sufferers
Karen Camarata, health education
professor at Eastern, said that people
who suffer from eating disorders, especially bulimia, need to follow a consistent diet and exercise routine.
"People with bulimia need to make
sure they eat every meal they're supposed to eat so they never get too hungry," she said. 'That's the problem. They
starve themselves and then they get really hungry and go nuts. Then, they can eat
3,500 calories in a couple of minutes."
Anorexia is a little harder. It is difficult to have someone eat a consistent
diet when they are not eating at all.
"People with anorexia have a real
hard time, but they need to do the
same thing. They need to eat regular
meals whether they're hungry or not.
They need to learn to tolerate food,"
she said.
While food plays a tremendous part
in eating disorders, it is often only a
channel for other underlying problems.
"When it comes to anorexia and
bulimia. I don't know that it's the
media or anything else that superimposes it on them," Camarata said. "I
think it probably has more to do with
feelings of control."
If you or someone you know suffers
from or shows signs of an eating disorder, call the counseling center on campus at 622-1303 for help.
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PREVIEW
A Peace Corps
representative
will be outside
the
Powell
Fountain Food
Court from 10
a.m.-2 p.m.

21

UPCOMING

"Beyond Therapy" will be
performed at 8 p.m. Oct. 4-7
in Gilford Theatre.

Blackhawk and
* Runner go on
sale Oct. 20 for
students.
For
more information, call 3855.
QO

The
"Oh
Contraire"
folk dance will
f%*%
be held at 7:30
fcO
p.m.
at the
Acton
Folk
Center,
Beginners welcome. For
more information, call 9861653.
"Elvis in the Park" will be
held from 5-7 p.m. in Irvine
McDowell
Park
on
Lancaster
Avenue.
Admission is free. For more
information, call 623-8753.
Renfro Valley
will host Merle
Haggard and
Pam Tillis at 2
p.m. For information,
call
606-256-2638.

The annual Appalachian
Harvest Festival will be
held 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Oct. 6-8
at Renfro Valley. For more
information, call 606-2562638.

Photo submitted
TODAY: AII-4-One members (from left to right)
Tony Borowiak, Alfred Nevarez, Delious and
Jamie Jones will perform at 8 p.m. at the
Lexington Opera House. For ticket information, call 233-3535.
Ferrell Room of the Combs
Building.
A Tai Chi workshop will be
held 6:30-8:30 p.m. in
Weaver Dance Studio. There
will be a charge of $5 for
students, $10 for Vnon-students.

Paul Vance and Haywood
Mickcns will give a faculty
piano/cello recital in Brock
Auditorium.

The Sigma Tau Delta
English honor society pizza
party will be at 115
Southland Drive. For more
information, call 624-1398.

A debate on "Is
A f f i r in a t i ve
S«pt
Action Good
OfS
for America?"
fcv
will be held at
___ 7:30 p.m. in the
Clark Room of the Wallace
Building.

Earl Blair will
present a workSept,
shop
on
O^
Stephen
a* •
Covey's book,
"The 7 Habits
of
Highly
Effective People" from 9
a.m.-4 p.m. in Rooms 212220 of the Perkins Building.
Fees are $175. and registration deadline is Sept. 22.

A Phi Beta
Lambda general meeting will
be held at 4:45
p.m. in the

Jeff Hohman will discuss
"Wildlife
Management
and East Kentucky Power"
at 7:30 p.m. in Room 103 of
the Moore Building.

The Christian Student
Fellowship meets at the
Daniel Boone Statue in front
of
Case
Hall
every
Wednesday at 7 p.m.

Sept.

24

The
second
annual
"Starlight Mile Roadrace"
will be held at 7:30 p.m. on
Oct.
7 in downtown
Richmond. Early registration fee is $8. For more
information, call 623-8753.
Maurice Hinson will present
a lecture recital entitled
"Humor in Piano Musk"
at 8 p.m. Oct. 10 in Gifford
Theatre.
The department of agriculture will hold an open
bouse for Eastern faculty at
3:45 p.m. Oct. 17 in Room
10 of the Carter Building.
Refreshments will be served.
Kappa Delta Pi will meet
for new member initiation at
5 p.m. Oct. 23.
The vocal jazz group
Beachfront Property will
perform 7:30 p.m. Oct. 26 at
Brock Auditorium. For ticket
information, call 624-4242.
Central Ballet of China
will perform at 8 p.m. Nov. 2
at Centre College's Norton

COLONEL'S CINEMA
Showing New Releases On

CHANNEL 40
5:30 PM TILL ??
SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
(Movies are shown consecutively)
SUN-SEPT 24
1) Before Sunrise
2) Brady Bunch Movie

TUE'QCT3

THU*QCT12

1) Bye Bye, Love
2) Circle o( Friends

3) Cadence

3) Above the Rim
4) Misery

1)
2)
3)
4)

WED.QCT4

FRI«OCT13

1) Circle of Friends
2) Above the Rim

4) Bye Bye, Love

1)
2)
3)
4)

THU'QCT5

SUN»OCT15

1) Above the Rim
2) Misery

TUE'QCT24

1) 9 To 5

1) Drop Zone
2) Dumb and Dumber

4) Clear and Present...
MON. SEPT 25
1) Brady Bunch Movie

2) Cadence
3) Clear and Present...
4) Belore Sunrise
TUE'SEPT2v
1) Cadence
2) Clear and Present...
3) Before Sunrise

3) Misery

Corrina, Corrina
PetSematary
Forrest Gump
Only You

1) The Quick and the Dead
2) Don Juan Demarco

3) Drop Zone
4) Dumb and Dumber

MQN'PCTH

Pet Sematary
Fonest Gump
Only You
Corrina, Corrina

1) Don Juan Demarco

2) Drop Zone
3) Dumb and Dumber
4) The Quick and the Dead

4) Brady Bunch Movie

3) Bye Bye. Love
4) Circle of Friends

2) All About Eve
3) Basic Instinct
4) Blink

WEP«SEPT27

FRI'OCTS

1) Clear and Present...
2) Before Sunrise

1) Misery

MQN'QCTIv

WED'OCT25

3) Brady Bunch Movie
4) Cadence

2) Bye Bye, Love
3) Circle of Fnends

1) All About Eve
2) Basic Instinct
3) Blink

1) Dumb and Dumber
2) The Quick and the Dead

4) Above the Rim

4) 9 to 5

THU»SEPT2v

SUN.QCTB

1) Before Sunnse
2) Brady Bunch Movie

1) Corrina. Corrina
2) PetSematary

1) Basic Instinct
2) Blink

3) Cadence
4) Clear and Present...

3) Fonest Gump
4) Only You

1) The Quick and the Dead
2) Don Juan Demarco

3) 9 to 5
4) All About Eve

3) Drop Zone
4) Dumb and Dumber

FRI-SEPT29

MON'QCT9

WED.QCT18

1) Brady Bunch Movie

FRI'OCT27

1) Pet Sematary
2) Forrest Gump
3) Only You

1) Blink
2) 9 to 5

1) Don Juan Demarco
2) Drop Zone

3) All About Eve
4) Basic Instinct

3) Dumb and Dumber

THU'OCT19
1) 9to5

SUN-QCT29
1) City Slickers 2
2) Guarding Tess

2) Cadence
3) Clear and Present
4) Before Sunrise

4) Corrina, Corrina

SW-QCT1

TUE'QCTIO

1) Above the Rim

1) Fonest Gump
2) Only You
3) Corrina, Corrina ~

2) Misery
3) Bye Bye, Love
4) Circle ot Friends

3) The Quick and the Dead
4) Don Juan Demarco

3) Don Juan Demarco
4) Drop Zone

TWQCT26

2) All About Eve
3) Basic Instinct

4) The Quick and the Dead

3) In the Line of Fire

4) PetSematary

4) Blink

4) Legends ot the Fall

M0N'QCT2

WED.QCT11

FRI.QCT20

1) Misery

1) Only You

MOWPCTM
1) Guarding Tess
2) In (he Una of Fire
3) Legends of the Fal
4) City Slickers 2

2) Bye Bye, Love

2) Corrina, Cornna

3) Circle of Friends
4) Above the Rim

3) PetSematary

1) All About Eve
2) Basic Instinct
3) Blink

4) Fonest Gump

4) 9 to 5

■^saa
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The Beta flag football tournament will be Sept. 30Oct. I. For information, contact Mike Wyman at 6250807 or call the student
development office.

Tickets for Tim
M c G r a w ,

SPONSORED Qff

UNIVERSITY CENTER BOARD
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION
AND STUDENT ASSOCIATION

BUCCANEER
DRIVE-IN
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To list an Hem In Preview, mall Information to Arts editor Chad Williamson
or Activities editor Jennifer Almjeld at
117 Donovan Annex or call 622-1872.
Deadline for Thursday publication Is
the preceding Monday by noon.

Center for the Arts in Newlin
Hall.
Loretta Lynn will perform
Nov. 11 at Renfro Valley. For
more information, call 606256-2638.
"Hamlet" will be performed
at 8 p.m. Nov. 15-18 in
Gifford Theatre.
George Gershwin's "Crazy j
for You" will be performed
at 8 p.m. Nov. 20 at Centre
College's Norton Center for |
the Arts in Newlin Hall.
The Fourth Annual Colonel
Country Fair will be held
from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Oct. 21 in the Alumni
Coliseum parking lot. For
more information, call 6221260.
The
1995
Taste
of
Richmond will be held from
10 a.m. - 10 p.m. Saturday
Oct.
7
in downtown
Richmond. The schedule for
live entertainment will be
announced later.
Mathematical
Sciences
Day will be held on Oct. 24.
The Creepy Colonel Bash
will be held Oct. 25 in Keen
Johnson.
A blood drive will be held
on Oct. 24 and 25. Several
clubs on campus will be
involved. For more information, call Micheal Hay in the
student development office
at 3855.
The last day to register to
vote in the Nov. 7 election is
Oct. 9. The election will
include
the
Kentucky
race.for governor.

TOWONCFOOfPC-13)
S* Sun 13)500 720
840 Fa, Mon.-Thur 500
720 M0
OANGEROUSHNDS(R)
SM Sun. 1«0110 52$ 735
»S5Fn,McnThu-525
7 35 9 45
THE PROPHECY (R)

ia-Sui 135340540745 95(
Fi.UonTtu 540745950
MORTAL K0M8 AT (PGU)
Sal Sun.1:15 3 35 545
7:50 1000 Tue.-Thuf 5:45
7 50 10.00

WALK IN THE CLOUDS

(PG-1M

SalMon. 1:10 325 5:40
'55 10:10 Frl, Mon.-Thur
5:40 7« 10:10
CLOCKERS(R)
Sa-Sun 1404507«)
10:10 Fn. Mon.-Thur.
4 507301010
A TIE THAT BINDS (R)
Sat Sun. 105 3:10 5:15
720 Ffi, Mon.-Thur. 5:15
720
BRAVEHEART(R)
Daily 820

Shows start Friday 9/22
NO PASSES "NO PASSESN0 SUPERSAVERS

[U.S. 25 North 624-8250
Now Open Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
llo\ Office -7:15 p.m.
Movies Around 7:55 p.m.
Adm. $3.00 Kids 10 & Under Krc.!

Double Feature

9 MORTAL
The Prophecy

E)

UNIVERSITY CINEMAS

.

LEAVE YOURI
INHIBITIONS AT
THE DOOR...
7:00 9 45
Sal/Sun 1:15 4.00 7.00 9:45

—

715Sal»Sun1454157.15

(G)

|A Ron Howard Film fp<n

hiy/aN/to*
fitar«* >our music matt m
Jlrecordsmith

APOLLO 13-fl MMwasaar
9:15

205 Water St.
Mon. - Frl. 7 a.m. - 5:30 p.nv
Sat. 7 a.m. -1 p.m.

"Quality Dry Cleaning
at Reasonable Prices"

623-6244 ^^JACK'S
CLEANERS

Students, pressed for time?
Let Jack's Cleaners
TsiSrA Press V°ur s|acks for you.
And we will give you
slack on student prices.
•Custom Shirt Finishing -Silk Cleaning
•Alterations -Repairs
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"I Like It, I Love It"

Playing the crowd

Tim McGraw set
for Oct. 20 return

"POWERFUL PAIN
RELIEF"
Love Jones

Blackhawk, 4Runner
to open show

Zoo Entertainment
Louisville-based Love Jones,
. who helped create a cocktail lounge
. revival with their debut "Here's to
the Losers," expand on their sophomore release "Powerful Pain
Rclier with the smooth '70s AM
- radio sound of convertibles cruising
on Saturday nights.
Any number of tracks would
make Steely Dan proud, including
"Help Wanted," with its lazy and
loose jazz feel, but Love Jones
seems to owe more to Chicago
circa "Does Anyone Know What
Time It Is?" with its propulsive
horn section, ("Stars" could very
well have been recorded on the
same album as "25 Or 6 To 4") jangling guitar and vocals backed by
strong harmonies.
Love Jones also pulls out surprises, such as "Vigilante," which, with
its driving bass and stark musicianship, could have found a home on
almost any "Starsky and Hutch"esque cop show, while "World of
Summer" is a fun example of the
blue-eyed soul of Hall and Oatcs
—Chad Williamson

"ZlPLESS"
Vanessa Daou
MCA Records
Vanessa Daou is a talented
singer of the Sade" school of seduction who, with shimmering arrangements and sultry vocals, could
almost make grown men weep.
Unfortunately, her latest album,
"Zipless," is such a pretentious collection of pseudo-sexuality it's hard
to admire much cist the album
offers.
Daou is weighed down by the
poetry of author Erica Jong ("Fear
of Flying"), which Daou set to
music. Jong's words are trying so
hard to be erotic they come off as
the naughty rhymes of a high
school girl, sounding childish when
accompanied by Daou's polished,
seductive beats and slinky serenade.
—Chad Williamson

"THE HONEYDOGS"
The Honeydogs
October Records
Containing almost as much
revved up country and rockabilly as
roots rock, the Honeydogs' eponymous debut never Tits comfortably
within one genre or another. Instead
it darts across the board, moving
from the jam feel of "Becky's
Hand" to the subdued "I Miss You"
and the bar band roots of "I Don't
Mind."
The Honeydogs rarely just go
for the straight-ahead organic rock
sound of Sheryl Crow/Hootie and
the Blowfish, but instead infuse a
healthy sense of humor and irony in
both lyrics and arrangements. Wahwah pedals find themselves in
unusual places, and lyrics go into
unexpectedly welcome areas.
—Chad Williamson

Bv CHAD

Progress/PETE MILLETT
Opening for Widespread Panic Sunday at the Red Mile in Lexington is Joan Osborne,
touring in support of her critically acclaimed debut album, "Relish."

'Clockers' sells out characters
Film just an excuse
for director Spike
Lee s flashy exercises
Contributing film critic
Spike Lee's new film "Clockers"
opens with the promise of a gritty,
compelling
urban
drama.
Unfortunately, Lee only teases his
audience with flashes of his welldocumented brilliance while engaging in aimless artistic showmanship.
The movie is overly long, unnecessarily violent and lacks any plot or
character development on par with
any of his earlier movies such as
"Do The Right Thing" and
"Malcolm X."
"Clockers," which is set and shot
in Lee's native Brooklyn, revolves
around the life of young black drug
dealer Strike Dunham (Mekhi
Phifer). Strike
and his cohorts
Rating
are
dubbed
"clockers"
since they arc
c n t ry -1 c vc l
(Out of four)
dope peddlers
who are on-call
around
the
clock and serve at the pleasure of
their crime boss "daddy" Rodney
Little (Delroy Lindo).
Strike experiences all the angst
movie-goers might expect from a
fatherless 20-year-old black man
who is trapped in the asphalt jungle
of an inner-city housing project.
Compounding these woes. Strike is
highly intelligent, which heightens
the frustration of his situation, and
suffers from a bleeding ulcer, which
damns him to constant physical torture. The worst pain Strike encounters comes from homicide detective
Rocco Klein (Harvey Keitcl).
Following the murder of another

trade in your old music for new!!

Anglin's
Auto&

Notes from the line to rent "Pulp
White Duke can attract many of the
Fiction":
fans of Reznor's dark view of life.
■ The oddest pairing of the fall
Early previews of Bowie's new
concert tour season has to
album show a dark sound
be Nine Inch Nails and
NIN fans should appreciate.
David Bowie. While I'm a
■ Alanis Morrisette's
fan of Bowie and I can
single "You Oughta Know"
has probably sent more
Photo submitted/UNIVERSAL STUDIOS appreciate NIN frontman
Trent Re/nor for the selfRocco Klein (Harvey Keitel) interrogates "docker" Strike
men to the movie (heater
pitying fan of darkness he
Durham (Mekhi Phifer) as Strike proclaims his innocence.
with their girlfriends than a
is, it's difficult to picture
Schwarzenegger flick
Little operative, in which Strike is a sents.
this pair sharing a stage
could ever dream of.
prime suspect. Strike's older and
Foremost, Lee never satisfactori- together How exactly do
Chad
■ Michael Crichton,
squeaky-clean brother Victor ly explains why Strike, with all his you segue from "Head
Williamson
author of "Disclosure."
(Isaiah Washington) shockingly smarts and guile, ends up u petty Like a Hole" to "China
LITTLE
"Rising Sun" and numerconfesses to the killing.
street hustler with little respect for Girl" or "Golden Years"? EARTHQUAKES
ous thrillers built around
Though Rocco'S partner Larry anyone or anything, whereas Victor,
Now well into his 40s,
hot-button issues, just
Ma/.illi (John Turturro) wants to presumably raised in the same envi- Bowie tends to skew
released "The Lost World,"
shut the book on the investigation, ronment by the same mother, is a toward an older fan base very liable
his sequel to "Jurassic Park."
Klein mercilessly pursues Strike in candidate for Father of the Year and to show up to the concert in a staHopefully the movie of "Park."
an effort to get to the truth about the has never been in legal trouble prior tion wagon, while Rc/nor's fans
which lacked the complexity and
murder, which he believes Victor is to the murder he admits to.
generally arc twentysomcthings
depth of the book, didn't overly
covering up to protect his younger
While Lee shows flashes of his dressed in black and with skin so
influence this new opus. The only
sibling.
immense directorial talent by bring- pale it's translucent. It's difficult to
returning character from "Park" to
As all of this unfolds. Strike ing the urban landscape and its imagine the two groups mingling
"World" is Ian Malcolm, the mathekeeps searching vainly for an emo- characters to life as only he can. he together between sets.
matician slyly played by Jeff
tional escape in his hobby of model wastes the immense talent of veterWhile it would no doubt be
Goldhlum in the movie.
trains and makes a misguided an stars Keitel and Lindo by drag- healthy for each set of fans of one
■ Best movie trailer of the year:
attempt at redemption by befriend- ging them through a conventional to hear what the other may have to
"Strange Days" starring Ralph
ing a youngster (Pec Wee Love) in plot.
offer, the sad fact is most NIN fans
Ficnncs ("Schindlcr's List) You
his building and introducing him to
Like other successful filmmak- don't take too kindly to Bowie's
never sec an actual frame of footage
the docker Nfestylc. which culmi- ers who have engaged in self-indul- age group, which is now the estabfrom the film, a virtual reality
nates in tragedy.
gent flicks in recent memory. Ice lishment he protested against by
thriller set in 1999. only Fienncs.
Though "Clockers" is, on its has abandoned (he traits which have wearing make-up and fishnet hose
looking like a low-rent pimp spewface, an engrossing tale which inspired his fans for over a decade (oddly enough, a tradition Re/nor
ing cyber-babblc about "jacking in"
evokes great empathy for the young in "Clockcrs." The strong yet subtle has carried on). Meanwhile. Bowie
and "wire tripping." But he is so
businessmen who inspire the title. social satire and the powerful por- fans may learn from NIN it is possi- magnetic as he goes off. it's imposLee's treatment of the material trayal of the intricacies of urban ble to enjoy self-loathing as long as
sible to look away The Oscars
(which he co-wrote) sells out his life, not just iis brutality, fail to it has a good beat.
should create a special award just
story and the young people he pre- make even a token appearance here.
But you must wonder if the Thin
for him.
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When he appeared at Eastern
more than a year ago, it was as
opening act to veteran country stars
Sawyer Brown. But when Tim
McGraw takes the Alumni
Coliseum stage Oct. 20, it will be as
the main attraction for the screaming fans under the power of a new
album, another hit single and with
rising acts H lack Hawk and 4Runner
as opening acts.
The past two years have brought
unexpected success for McGraw,
who is following up his double platinum "Not a Moment Too
Soon" with "All I Want," released
Tuesday, and the first single, "I
Like It, I Love It," already topping
the country charts.
The son of former Mets pitcher
Tug McGraw, Tim McGraw rose to
rising star status with I994's "Indian
Outlaw," an infectious single that
borrowed from Paul Revere and the
Raiders' 'Cherokee People."
McGraw's following single.
"Don't Take the Girl," was a oncein-a-lifetimc ballad that continued
McGraw's success, as did the

Bowie, NIN tour too odd
to please others' fans

BY GEORGE ROBERTS
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caution light

WILLIAMSON

Arts editor

American Music
Award
he
received
as
Favorite
New
Country Artist.
BlackHawk
first found a
nationwide audience with the
touching
"Goodbye Says It
All" and proved
their success with
"I Sure Can Smell
the Rain" and
"Love Like This "
A trio of talents
from the past 15 years of country
music, BlackHawk's members
includes Henry Paul, former member
of the Southern rock band The
Outlaws, and Dave Robbins and Van
Stephenson. who wrote many of the
hits (in crossover artists Restless
Heart.
4Runner. built around the; ageold four-part harmonies in the tradition of The Stailcr Brothers and The
Oak Ridge Boys, adds a strong '90s
sound for a contemporary edge. The
chilling debut single "Cain's
Blood," about the battle between
good and evil in everyday life, combines the dark side of classic
Johnny Cash with a deep spirituality
and razor-sharp harmonies.
Concert
tickets
Whan: 10
a.m.-2 p.m.
Where:
Powell
Information
Desk today;
Cashiers
Window,
Coates
Building
tomorrow
Price: $21

•Fresh Bagels
•Cream Cheeses

•Deli Sandwiches
•Salads & Soups
•Gourmet Coffees

♦Drive-Thru*
511 Eastern Bypass, Richmond
624-2839

Fax 624-2003
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RICHMOND

624-8962
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Monday Night Football & Free Pizza

Tue

Ladies Night & Scott Allen, 2 for 1
Mixed Drinks, $1 Domestic Beer
Patty Butcher
Jim Beam Drinks $1

Wed.
Thur

Thur.t Fri. & Sat..Local Bands (Jam Session)
Blues, Southern Rock, & Rock-N-Roll
Beer Specials Every Night
206 Water St.
624-8044
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Friendly Knowledgeable Stag
Helping you help yourself to better health.

Local restauranteur 'discovers'his calling
BY JAMIE BOGGS-KAHAN

Contributing writer

Ask Andrew Jones about the key
to a successful restaurant, and he
might caution you with a maxim
from 19th century poet William
Blake: •The road of excess leads to
the palace of wisdom."
Or, he may tell you to begin with
a Dfscover card.
"I was determined to do it, so I
got about 15 credit cards and that's
how I got this place open," he said.
"I got my liquor license on a
Discover card. Every day, I'd go and
get out the maximum that I could get
out that day, and then I'd pay it
down until it was all paid for.
They're all paid off, and at the
moment, I don't own any credit
cards."
Overdo everything: this is the guiding principle followed by Jones, 27,
originally from Berea and now residing in Richmond, since the birth of
Woody's. his unique gourmet restaurant that has been rated one of the
finest in Eastern Kentucky by the
Lexington Herald-Leader.
Jones was living in Berea and
pursuing a psychology degree at
Eastern in December of 1988 when
he had an inspiration.
"While I was still in school, my
girlfncnd and I would always go out
of town to have dinner," he said.
'Wc always thought 'Why are we
going out of town to have dinner?'
We then realized that there was
demand for more restaurants and
from there. Woody's came about."
Jones often met with his friends in
a local restaurant, where he would
energetically discuss his plans to build

Progress/MARIE MOFFI
Andrew Jones, a former Eastern student, stands in his restaurant,
Woody's, located on Main Street in downtown Richmond.

a restaurant from the ground up.
"I would tell people when I was in
school I was going to open a restaurant and they would laugh at me," he
said. "Many of my friends would
make fun of me and they were like
'Oh, you are. Sure you are.'"
Jones' original image for his
restaurant was of a building with
glossy oak-paneled walls, an enormous deck facing the forest and
thick oak trees growing through
open patches in the deck's floor. The
restaurant was to be called "The
Oaks."
When finances came into play,
however, Jones decided to downscale his original model and the
name as well, adopting the more
friendly appellation Woody's.
"A friend of mine, who I was
very close with, said to me any time
you call something 'the' it makes it

seem much more formal and uncomfortable to some people, and I didn't
want to do that because I didn't want
to seem uninviting to anyone," he
said.
Despite a more realistic concept,
Jones still had to face the dilemma
of finances. How does a college student with no money, no collateral
and no credit attempt to bankroll
such an expensive business venture?
Jones' creative solution, though
he may not recommend it to others,
produced the capital necessary to get
Woody's off the ground.
Jones found, after several stressful weeks of commuting from Berea,
that an apartment close to his business was necessary to be available
for any emergency likely to arise.
He immediately rented an apartment
in the Glyndon Hotel, which adjoins
Woody's, and has since been as

Pizza Sub

*SUBUIAV* Style
At Subway we make 12" pizza subs with 16 slices of
pepperoni, 2 large slices of ham, pizza sauce, cheese,
vegetables and dressings on Italian or wheat bread baked
several times a day in our store.

Try one with the coupon below
6" pizza
sub 990
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I . medium drink
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539 Leigh way Dr.
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SCHOOL

• Spices
• Special Foods for Allergies,
Low Fat, Sugar, Weight or
Giolestcrol Control Diets

Easily Accessible off 1-75 (exit 77) across from Madison
Southern High School. "Just Minutes from OKU Bypass."

COLLEGE STUDENTS

Lexington

• Great Harvest Breads
• Dried Fruit
• Trail Mixes

• Vitamins
•Herbs
• Homeopathy
• Body Btdlding
• Diet Products
• Natural Hair
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ever-present in his restaurant as the
many antique novels that line its
shelves.
"The first thing that I do in the
morning is come, down and look
over the restaurant," he said. "The
last thing I do before going upstairs
is to wish that last customer good
night and lock the door."
Much of Jonas' creative personality can be inferred by examining the
interior of Woody's itself.
"A lot of things in here are accumulative effects," Jones said "I love to go
to junk stores, but here are things that
other people have given ideas on. There
are a lot of people's ideas and inputs that
have gone into this place."
Of course, customers are primarily attracted to Woody's by its filet
mignon smothered in crawfish sauce
or its fresh salmon bathed in a cool
cucumber dill sauce.
These unique recipes are the
product of Jones' intense interest in
gourmet cooking. He hand picks
each dish from a variety of sources
or makes up his own.
"I get my ideas from friends, television, magazine articles, grocery
stores and even just putting things
together in my mind," he said.
He admits that several of his
inspirations have not met his expectations, but he insists that such a trial
and error philosophy has been the
root of most of the restaurant's special qualities.
Jones hopes in the future to
apply the experience gained from
Woody's to another restaurant venture, but regardless of its success or
failure, he said he hopes "to keep
Woody's running for as long as I
can imagine."

Mon. - Fri. 10a.m. - 11 p.m.
Sat. 10:30 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Sun. 10:30 a.m.- 11 p.m.

LEXINGTON BARTENDING SCHOOL.
• short 40 hour course
.—
• day and evening classes
■ "^
• placement (82% success)

|

CALL NOW! 269-6060

I

location only. Offer expires
10-4-95

PIK

154 Patchen Dr. (Patchen Village

TIRED OF PIZZA?
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...then call the Country Kettle
for some REAL home cooking.
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Hundreds break monotony of life with football
BY JENNIFER ALMJELD

Activities editor
Fu Man Chu is "basically a bunch
of local guys who graduated from
Madison Central (High School),"
said David Withers, a junior history
major who plays on the flag football
team. "We all played sports in high
school, so we thought we'd form a
team and play in college."
The team's somewhat peculiar
name was chosen for many reasons.
"I think it's from some story we
read in an English class we had in
high school. Also, someone had
seen a movie with the same name
and one of the guys on the team has
a goatee," Withers said. "We
thought it fit us pretty well, and it
was better than some of the other
cheesy names we had heard."
The flag football season began
last week with 50 teams and anywhere from 500 to 800 participants
competing, said Craig Pellizzaro,
graduate assistant in intramurals.
"I think we have so many people
involved because it's a chance for
people who can't play college ball,"
Pellizzaro said. "It's also breaks the
monotony of academic life."
This break appeals to many
groups on campus. The types of
teams range from the Greek organizations to the Baptist Student

Progresa/SELENA WOODY
Kappa Alpha member Ty Harris carries the ball as Rick Berry, a senior Phi Kappa Tau, attempts
a tackle. The Phi Kappa Taus won the game played Thursday, Sept. 14.

Fleming is the intramural coordinator for the fraternity and a member of one of its two teams.
Fleming cites many benefits of
flag football, but feels competition
is a major part of the sport.
"The best thing about flag football
is that you can compete against
other fraternities without anybody
getting angry," Fleming said. "You
can still see people downtown and
hang out and be friends with them."
The fraternities will need this alii
tude of friendly competition as they
face off in their league tournament
There are six men's leagues, one
fraternity and five independents
ROTC camaraderie
ROTC cadets also use this sport to Twelve teams from the independent
strengthen their bonds with one league will advance to the tournaanother. They have one team led by ment, and the winner will play the
fraternity championship.
Ed Stanley.
All the women's teams will
"We enjoy the camaraderie,"
Stanley said. "ROTC teaches the advance to play in a single-eliminaneed to work together and to work tion tournament. There are also two
hard. Flag football really helps us co-rec teams who will play one
game a week for five weeks with
build these skills."
Although the ROTC team will the team winning three of the five
never meet fraternity men on the matches being named champion.
"We have the season set to end by
field during the season, they may,
face them in the tournament. There Oct. 12," Pellizzaro said. "We
are 21 fraternity teams and five should be done by Halloween."
Tournament games will be played
sorority teams, Pellizzaro said.
One fraternity involved this year the week after the season is over at
is Phi Delta Theta. They were fra- the intramural fields, which are on
ternity season champions last year, the left side of Van Hoose Street
past Brockton Apartments.
Kevin Fleming said.

Union. Others are co-workers or
friends who just want play football.
The BSU is just one of the organizations active in the season. The
group has three teams, two men's
and one women's.
Mark Dcaring. president of the
BSU, said flag football allows people to get some exercise.
"It's a great way to go out and get
rid of some energy," Dcaring said.
"We go out and have fun and try to
show good sportsmanship and
Christ's love. We also get a chance
to bring our group closer together."

Judo offers confidence, self-defense
BY DUSTIN SMOTHERS

Staff writer
Maneuvers like Uki.-goshi, floating hip throw, Hari-Goshi, hip
sweep, Tsurikomi-goshi. and Okuriashi-harai. foot sweep send an
attacker reeling to the ground.
• This is the art of Judo, or the
"gentle way."
According to the American
Heritage Dictionary, third edition,
judo is: a sport or method of physical training similar to wrestling,
developed in Japan in the late 19th
century, using principles of balance
and leverage adopted from jujitsu.
Sensei Charles Ward programs
computers and maintains computer
networks for the university. He has
also been studying judo for over 10
years and has been teaching for six.
"When 1 first came here, judo was
about the only martial art offered on

46

campus," Ward said. "That was
what got me involved."
"Judo is very unique in its practice," he said. "It's a very gentle and
very effective martial art."
The philosophy of judo is the harmonious development and eventual
perfection of the human character.
Bill t "ration. an 11 year student of
judo and aikido, said judo is oriented more with close-contact throws
and grabs. It is a very fluid art
focusing on redirection to control a
person without harming them.
The primary object of judo is to
keep the attacker off-balance by
exerting a series of throws, chokes
and armholds.
"I thought it would be an interesting way to learn self defense."
Steve Austin, a beginning judo student, said. "I believe Sensei Ward to
be direct and very professional."
"It's a good physical activity."

Judo is very unique in its practice. It's a very
gentle and very effective
martial art.

CHARLES WARD

lemsei
Austin said. "I've been sore for the
last two days."
Ward's judo class is a very tightly-run ship. Excessive talking or
showing disrespect to a higher rank
results in a penally.
"Self defense is why I started taking it," Stacy LeMaster. an environmental resources major, said. "I like
the discipline, physical exercise.

and it creates a strong mental attitude."
The judo class meets from 6:30
p.m. to 8 p.m. Mondays and
Wednesdays in Alumni Coliseum
131.
Anyone interested can contact
Charles Ward at 2332 or Walter
Hopkins at 3753 or drop by and
watch one of the sessions.

Club wants "green" members involved
BY ALYSSA BRAMLAGE

Staff writer
"You don't necessarily have to
be in the horticulture department,"
Jim Roberts, the reporter for the
Honiculture Club. said. "You just
have to enjoy the outdoors."
The club has been active for 25
years. After so many years, it has
become a permanent fixture at
Eastern and has learned to serve its
over 30 members well. To join,
you need only to be interested in
nature.
Above all. the Horticulture Club

ning in October. They will consist
of landscapcrs, bonsai growers,
golf course superintendents, greenhouse managers and floral crop
representatives.
Information fliers regarding
upcoming club activities and meetings will be posted in all residence
halls, on the bookstore bulletin
board, in the student center and the
Carter Building. Fund-raiser information will also be printed on these
fliers.
Stephen Black, a horticulture
professor, organizes a poinscttia
sale every year at Christmas. To

is about meeting new people and
having fun. On a recent trip to the
Pinnacles in Berea, it teamed up
with Lambda Chi Alpha to go rappelling.
For a fee of $2. you can join the
Honiculture Club and participate in
the many trips and programs it has
planned.
Group members have just
returned from Opryland, where
(hey saw the Cascade Gardens and
enjoyed the musical entertainment
the park had to offer.
Guest speakers for later meetings
are scheduled intermittently begin-
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coincide with this fund-raiser, the
club buys Christmas gifts for needy
children.
Fund-raisers also help to defer
the cost of the many weekend trips
the club has planned, including a
canoe trip Sept. 30. Horseback riding, hiking in the Smokies and picnics round out the list of trips.
The club's next meeting will be
at 5 p.m. Sept. 26 in Room 10 of
the A.B. Carter Building.
For more information about joining the club or upcoming club
activities contact Jim Roberts at
2599.

Progresa/MARIE MOFFITT
Sensei Charles Ward demonstrates how to apply an arm bar
after executing a throw on student Stacy LeMaster. The club
meets in Alumni Coliseum on Mondays and Wednesdays.

RHA basketball
tournament held
The Residence Hall Association
held a three-on-three basketball
tournament Sept. 11 and 12 in the
Weaver Gym.
A total of 28 people made up the
seven teams involved, with one
alternate on each team.
There were two women's teams
who played three games. The L and
K team won two of the three games
and was named champion.
Five men's teams competed with

The Four Horsemen taking the win.
The event was open to all those
who live in the residence halls and
was part of the RHA week.
The week is designed to help
students meet new people and gel
involved with hall life.
"I think the lournament was a
big success," said Ken Scobey, a
tournament participant. "It was a
good RHA activity and was a great
way to meet people "

MOVIE TRIVIA
1. Name one of Ihe two films lor which Oliver Slone has won
"Best Director" Oscars.
2. Name Steven Spielberg's first feature film.
MUSIC TRIVIA
1. The Eagles were originally the backing band for what singer?
2. What 1992 band featured members of Pearl Jam & Soundgarden?
BOOK TRIVIA
1. Spenser novelist Robert B. Parker finished Poodle Springs.
an incomplete novel by what mystery writer?
2. What Thomas Harris novel originally featured
The Silence of the Lambs'. Dr. Hannibal Lecter?

If you can answer these questions, you can be an arts
reviewer for us. Call Arts Editor Chad Williamson at
622-1872 for more information.
THE EASTERN PROGRESS
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Tim Mollette, editor

NEW SCORECARP
Lady Colonel golfers shot
their lowest two-round
total ever at trie Tech
Classic with a total of 648.
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■ begin conference schedules this weekend

OVC offers volleyball
chance to heal wounded
BY BRIAN SIMMS

Assistant sports editor
Lei there be no more suffering.
Eastern's volleyball team has
made u pasi ihc big bullies in its
schedule and is now ready for ils
lirai Ohio Valley Conference match
againsi Tennessee Slate tomorrow.
" W c ' v e
done all of our __^__^_^_
bleeding,"
EasternCoach
Gcri
Tenn. St.
Polvino said.
When: 2 p.m
"We
don'i
Friday
need any more
warm-ups for
Easternihe
conferMiddle Tenn.
ence."
When: 7 p.m.
The
Friday
Colonels have
dispensed with
Easternthe lowas, ihc
Tenn. Tech
Clcmsons and
When: 2 p.m.
ihc Alabamas
Saturday
and now ihcy
arc ready to go
Where:
after the OVC
Alumni
title.
Coliseum
"I think this
learn is going
to be mad as hell to beat somebody,"
Polvino said. "They arc going to be
so ready to go out there and unleash
whai they can do."
The frustration Polvino senses
comes from the fact that the team is
on a seven-game losing sircak, but
ihc losses have not been against any
minor opponent.
This past Friday and Saturday,
Eastern dropped three matches at a
lournamcnt sponsored by the

Colonels open play
picked to win 18th title

University of Iowa. The Colonels
lost to Arkansas (6-15, 15-13,4-15,
7-15), Iowa (3-15, 6-15, 1-15) and
Montana (4-15, 11-15, 10-15). but
the tough competition was something Polvino wanted her team to
experience before it opened the
OVC season.
"The competition thai they've
seen has toughened this team up,"
Polvino said. "It has matured this
team considerably."
Polvino praised the work of two
freshmen setters who were sent in
because sianing setter Emily Leath
could noi make the trip due to a conflict with a job opportunity.
"Wc were at the Iowa tournament
with two very inexperienced setters,
and ihcy did a fantastic job." Polvino

BY TIM MOLLETTE

Sports editor

said.
Now thai ihc lough tournaments
arc behind the icam, Polvino's squad
will take on Tennessee Slate at 2
p.m. Friday, Middle Tennessee five
hours laicr and Tennessee Tech at 2
p.m. Saturday.
These three teams have noi had
much success against the Colonels
in the pasi; combined, they arc 778.
Polvino expects to face the
toughest competition from Southeast
Missouri, the OVC regular ami lournamcnt defending champion.
"Right now, SEMO has the
momcnium." Polvino said "They
arc on a winning cycle."
SEMO was picked to finish lirsi
in the preseason poll, while
Eastern, who was fourth in the
OVC last year, was selected 10 finish third.

Progress/MATT McCARTY

Bobby Washington's 43-yard punt return was key in the
Colonels' 26-0 win over East Stroudsburg State Saturday at
Hanger Field. For game details, see story on B7.

It's time to siart keeping score.
With a 2-1 non-conference record
Firmly in iLs grasp, Eastern will now
begin ils quest for an 18th Ohio
Valley Conference championship,
traveling to Cookcvillc, Tenn.
Saturday to lake on Tennessee Tech
at 2:30 p.m. CDT.
Despite owning 19 consecutive
victories againsi Tech. Colonel coach
Roy Kick! said now is not the lime lo
take the Golden Eagles lightly.
"They always seem lo play their
besi againsi us," Kidd said. 'To
think wc have lo go back down there
could be tough."
Saturday will also be the first
OVC contest for Tech (I -2), who has
lost games lo Marshall and Sam lord
in the early season.
"We're making too many mistakes on things like our kicking
game, which will get you beat every
time," Tech coach Jim Ragland said.
Eastern was picked in ihe preseason to win ihc OVC title, which
Ragland said should raise the intensity of his Golden Eagles.
"I think any lime you play a learn
like Eastern Kentucky, you have to
be extra motivated," Ragland said.
Eastern struggled lo only 201
yards offensively in a 23-3 win lasi
year at Cookcvillc, due in pan to
Tech's quick defense, and Kidd said
he expects more of ihc same
Saturday.
"They're quick on defense, and
wc got very conservative offensively
laic in the game." Kidd said.

In addition to us quick defense,
Tech returns seven offensive starters,
including tailback Michael Penix.
who is averaging 108.3 yards per
game in his First three contests.
"Penix
is a
strong,
goodEasternlooking back, and
Tenn. Tech
we'll be looking
When: 2:30
to
stop
him,"
p.m. (CDT)
Kidd 'said.
Saturday
Eleven
Where:
turnovers in ils
Cookeville,
first three games
Tenn.
have plagued the
TV Coverage: Colonel offense.
Sportschannel and Kidd said cut(Ch.17)
ling down on
■■■■■■■■■■ tumbles and interceptions will be
key in conference play.
Ragland said his Golden Eagles
will have to contend with what he
calls a "double trouble" Colonel
offense.
"Their offense has ihc potential to
be really explosive," Ragland said.
"They have gtxxl balance with rushing and passing."
Pulling a hamper on the Colonel
offense could be injuries to tailback
William Murrcll (bruised thigh) and
light end Chris Whitelicld (separated
shoulder).
An Eastern defense thai posted its
first shutoui since I993 last Saturday
againsi Easi Siroudsburg should
sqjidily the Colonels lor OVC play,
Kidd said.
"I feel preity gtxxl about it," Kidd
said. "Wc need lo slop our turnovers
and continue to play gcxxl defense;
but right now. I feel preity good."

v

Milestone victory
even better at home

has been on ihe road
Eastern volleyball
againsi sonic very lough
coach Gcri Polvino has
competition.
soon it all in her 28 years
Not thai it woukl
of coaching at Eastern.
have been had lor ilkShe has had winning
team lo win the two
teams and she has had
games away from home,
losing teams. She has
but ii is almost scons
coached more players
filling for Polvino lo
lhan some people had in
Brian Simms
pick up win No. 600 in
their high school graduatFROM THE
Richmond.
ing class, and she has
The Colonels will
done it in different arenas.
UPPER DECK
Polvino's squads
give Polvino a chance lo
win those pesky two
played their home games
in the Weaver Health Building up
games with a Iivc-gamc homcsland
beginning ihe lirsi contest ol the
until 1990, when ihcy moved into
McBraycr Arena and although she
OVC season.
Win No. 599 will more lhan
didn't build ihc home of the
Colonels, she certainly helped furlikely come against the Lady Tigers
nish it.
of Tennessee State, who have never
beaten Eastern in 17 tries.
Polvino is jusi two victories
away from win No. 600. This is
I he big number could possibly
just one of many coaching milecome a couple of hows alter
stones for the Rochester, N. Y.
Tennessee Slate when the Colonels
native who started the season with
play Middle Tennessee, which has
594 wins and 375 losses at Eastern.
had better success againsi Eastern
"There is no question that this is
than the Lady Tigers, bul noi much
a special milestone." Polvino said.
— only three wins in 28 matches.
There have been some exciting
"Thai's special lo win at home
rules."
and with these kids." Polvino said.
This year's team has lost seven
Senior Sharon Morley feels
matches in a row alter opening ihe
Polvino will have reason to cole
season with four victories in us
bralc this weekend
l.abor Day Volleylcst.
We'll gel the 600ih win this
Every match the team has lost
weekend." Morley said

Field of dreams

Former Colonels eye major leagues
Barthol, Moore
hope minor league base
You just
have to be path leads tq pro future
44

at the

right
place at
the right
time. It's
a different

level ami
a different
paycheck.
>*
JtOIIHY

MoOREi

outfielder,
Richmond

Hraves

B> CHADQUIIN
Sports writer
Two former Colonels know what u's like
id live out their dreams.
Bobb) Moore and Blake Barthol are twool
the seven former Eastern baseball players
playing professionally.
For Moore, baseball has become an everyday experience as he has been in ihe minor
league system since 1987, but for Barthol, his
career is just beginning as he has completed
his first season in the minors.
Barthol. a catcher for Portland in the
Colorado Rockies' farm system, remembers
his first experience playing in the pros, with
22,000 fans in attendance, as an exciting and
unforgettable lime
"I came in lo pinch hii in the ninth, and I
had locall timcoul because my leg was shaking." Barthol said.
For Barthol it's been a lime Of adjusting to
his new lifestyle.
"The hardest thing is playing every day,"
Barthol said.
The newness has worn off somewhai for

Moore, as he has witnessed Ihe gtxxl and bad
of baseball in his eight seasons.
"Y(xi gel your rxxis and cheers, hut you just
have lo block it out." Mtxire said.
The fun side of baseball is what both players are trying lo play for.
Barthol, however, was really exposed to
the business side ol baseball for the lirsi lime
this season.
"I'd like to hold onio the fun pan for quite
a while. The business side is what drags you
down." Barthol said.
If Moore had lo do n all over again, he
would slill make ihc same choices, and alter
being involved in the system for some lime,
he slill enjoys ii.
"I feel like I can play till I'm 50, bul when
I slop having fun. dial's when I'll retire,"
Moore said.
The fun for Moore included hilling .258
wilh three homers and 27 runs batted in while
playing at Richmond, an Atlanta Braves farm
club, during the 1995 season.
They arc both working toward making the
majors, and while Banhol's journey has jusi
begun, Moore has been working at it for quite
some time.
He has seen half ol the people he came in
with called up lo die majors.
"You jusi have to be at the nghi place ai the
right time," Moore said.
"It's a different level, and a different paycheck."

Progress file photo

Blake Barthol is one of seven
veterans of the Eastern baseball program playing in the
minor league baseball system.

Men teeing off fall season, women in full swing at Tech
BY TIM Mot
Sports editor

Progress/SELENA WOODY
Chris Bedore will help lead
Eastern golfers Into their '95
season, opening this weekend.

I

II

tit

The lowest two round total ever
for Eastern women's gull and what
coach Lew Smaller calls "the besi
talent Eastern has had" for the men's
side highlights both squads' fall sea
sons.
For ihe men golfers, the possihil
uy lor success looms large in their
tail season, Smither said.
"This is potentially the besi team
we've had since I've been here,"
Smither said. "This is the strongest
group of golfers I've seen.'
Awaiting the Colonels al this
weekend's Wolverine Invitational
will be strong competition from
notable conferences.
Included in ihc tournament's

suongest squads are Big fen teams
Michigan.
Wisconsin
and
Northwestern
— all of which
qualified
for
national postseason play a
year ago.
"This will be
one
ol
the
strongest fields
you can find
anywhere," Smither said.
Leading the way into ihc fall slate
will be Smilher's lop three relurncrs
Chris Bedore, Chris O'Donncll and
Mike Whitson.
"I Ux>k for everyone lo turn il up
a notch, bul especially our three
rcturncrs." Smither sakl
One concern for the Colonels
heading into Saturday is die lack of

u
We had some putts slip out... but we're
hitting the ball a lot better now.
SANDY MARTIN,

women's golf coach
experience in the Final iwo spots,
where freshmen Andy Games and
Josh Lee will look to compliment
Bedore and O'Donncll and solidify
team scores, Smither said.
"We're going in kind of green at
i wo spots," Smither said. "I look for
them to have some jitters at first,
bul it's their first test on ihc collegiate level, so wc have to under-

stand thai wc will need lo gel accustomed to some things as the season
starts."
For
the
women,
Beverly
Brockman's two-round 157 paced
the Lady Colonels lo a second place
Finish at the Tennessee Tech Classic
wilh a cumulative 648 for the iwoIwo tournament.
Western Kentucky ux>k the title

with 647.
Rain postponed play in the first
round, and die accompanying cold
weather was a hindrance, coach
Sandy Martin said, especially fcir
Ericka Montgomery, who finished
with a 158 despite a nagging shoulder problem.
"Ericka Montgomery has a shoulder problem that the rain aggravates.'
Martin said. "She came out of the rain
with bogey-bogey-double bogey."
Katy Davis (165) and Julie
Bourne (168) also contributed
sirongly, Martin said.
"One thing Kaiy and Julie, and
ihc whole team really, need to do is
be more aggressive." Martin said.
"Wc had some puus slip out because
of ihc rain, bul we're hitting Ihc ball;
a lot better now than wc were (earlier in die month)."

-
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Offense dries off, shines in third quarter
BY TIM MOILETTE
Sports editor

When the rain finally began to
fade during the third quarter of
Eastern's
game
with
East
Slroudsburg last Saturday, it was
time foe the offense to shine.
And shine it did.
Led
by tailback
William
Mut fill's two touchdowns and quarterback Tommy Luginbill's 112
yards passing in the crucial third
stanza, the Colonels were able to

break a 0-0
halftime
tic
and turn it into
a quick 14-0
advantage and
an
eventual
26-0 victory.
Following
Murrcll's final score of the quarter.
East Slroudsburg fumbled on the
ensuing kickoff, which Eastern
coach Roy Kidd said was a key
moment in the game.
"When ihey fumbled on the kick-

off return, it was a big blow to
them,*' Kidd said.
Two more touchdowns in the
fourth quarter from tailbacks
Daymon Carter and Ferlando
Wilson completed Eastern scoring.
Before the fireworks began, however a sloppy offensive performance
in the rain-dominated first half produced two Colonel turnovers.
"I thought offensively wc lacked
consistency, and that hurt us," Kidd
said. "Wc have been turning the ball
over too much.

A stingy Colonel defense produced four turnovers and its first
shutout since 1993.
"Our defense held them, even
after wc gave them good field position," Kidd said.
Murrcll rushed for a career-best
127 yards, while Luginbill's 189
yards passing will earn him a majority of the playing time in the upcoming OVC season, Kidd said.
"I really needed to make a decision, and I think Luginbill has
earned it," Kidd said.

Fall tennis season offers variety of opponents
BY CHAD QUEEN

Sports writer
Eastern tennis begins its fall season this weekend with the men's
team on the road and the women
slated to begin in October.
The fall season will give coach
Tom Higgins a chance to evaluate
the status nl his team.

"In the fall, your objective is to
get the kids as much playing experience as possible," Higgins said.
The men's team travels to
Jackson, Tcnn., today to participate
in the Rotary Invitational.
"It's a really good tournament.
There's good competition, and it's a
great atmosphere," Higgins said.
The atmosphere Higgins speaks

of is the 1,000 spectators present at
the 12-court facility.
The competition will be varied,
as Eastern squads will be facing
strong opponents from teams such
as Arkansas, Memphis State,
Tennessee,
Vandcrbilt
and
Kentucky.
"Wc have to lake it, basically,
realistically," Higgins said.

"We'll play competition wc normally wouldn't get to play.
"All wc can do is play to the best
of our ability."
The tournament is part of a
limited fall season for Eastern as
the NCAA only allows a team to
play a total of 24 weeks throughout both the fall and spring seasons.

Taylor's Sporting Goods
Select group of gym shorts $4 a pair
Ottering:
College Park Center
Open 6 days a week
9 a.m.-7 p.m.

r—

^

i $5 Off Any Tanning Package i
Exp. 9-28-95

NU
WAVE

(U1P*3 Sn? Mt£ JO) SUji} CJI)

Dr. Marion Roberts
Optometrist
Come In before and after the EKU football
games and enjoy a wide variety of

Shopper's Village Plaza
Eastern Bypass
Down from Super 1 Foods
r

• cappuccinos
• mocha jo

Alhl.iic FootwmT

~ 50? off ~ "l
regular wash I

EKU Bypass
Next to Movie
Warehouse

Tuesdays are 50tf wash
Affordable drop-off service
4 Wolff tanning beds
Competitive tanning pkgs.
Open: 8 a.m.-9 p.m.

cc

d53-«o4i

205 1/2 Geri Lane
Richmond

cc

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday Sept. 23 from
9 a.m. -5 p.m. at Days Inn
on Keeneland Drive in
Richmond

Dr. Joe P. McMillin
Dr. Karen McMillin

Board Certified Independent Doctors of Optomctry

•Sports Vision

♦Visual Examination for Eyeglasses

Come meet
TWEAKERS
at the House of Lloyd
and Christmas Around
the World

EYE EXAMS
•Comprehensive Eye Exams,
including glaucoma and cataract
evaluation
•Contact lens fitting including daily
wear extended wear, disposable
and specialty lenses
•Evening and Saturday
appointments available

♦Visual Training & Dyslexia Problems

Opan: Mon.-Thur. 8 a.m.-10 pJtl.; Frl.'B •.m.-12:30 i.m.;
Sat. 10 ».m.-i2:30 a.m.; Sun. 3 p.m.-9 p.m.

<»2i-:tooo

623-5014

will be given away as a door prize
plus hourly prize give-away

Garden
EKU Football vs. TENN TECH
8 TVs
Game Starts at
3:30 p.m.
SATURDAY
Food & Drink Specials

Madi son
Garden
^_^ BAR

h

»

O R I L L

j)oa rd

M o m m I

(£/ » • I • « t

A * • n •

Richmond

M-AL-L
inng JC Penney G<XK!>
and over 40 *.pe<. iaft, ■ -

v

DAWAHARES & STEINBERGS OPENING OCT. '95
• COMMUNITY EXPO • SAT, SEPT 23 • 1:00-4:00 PM
830 EKU BY-PASS • RICHMOND. KY • 606-623-2111

SP*3*™*.

Lashes Unlimited.
f

820 Eastern Bypass

li c

fashion

images

For more information, call Belinda at 623-5462 or Susan at 624-1115.

I

Richmond Mall

Open To Males & Females ages 5
to adult. Applications available at
the Customer Service Center.

• Party and Hostess Information
• Fundraiser Information 50-60% profit
• Wholesale Catalog for qualifying orders
• Shopping and Gift Wrapping Assistance

RICHMOND WAL-MART
VISION CENTER

at

MEDICAL CARDS WELCOME
CREDIT AI'I'KOVAl
Member of the Kentucky OfHomcuic Associilion

1 P.M. Center Court

NOW HIRING DEMONSTRATORS

IVB

Mon., Tuts., Thurs., Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Wed. & Sat. 8 a.m. - noon

Auditions:
Saturday, Sept. 23

$50 in FREE merchandise

Located next to:

624-9984

T

YOUR EYE CARE PROFESSIONAL
•Colored Soft
*Daily & Extended
Contact Lenses
Wear Soft Lenses
•Disposable Contact
»Soft Bifocal Contact
Lenses
Lenses

• espressos
• salads
• sandwiches
"Try our delicious desserts"
Call In for a carry out 625-0004

We String Tennis
Rackets

Limit 1 per visit
Exp. 9-27-95
(excluding Tuesdays and Sundays) |

Richmond KY

Xfe © 4 Ur

With Stofent ID

Mother's Laundry
and Tan Shoppe

(606) 623-8993

521 Leighway Drive

$2 OH

9 5 Twes. S«t.
Walk ins Welcome

OCEANFRONT
TAN-IN

Hair Designs
(606) 623-4777 ^H

620 Big Hill Ave.
625-1548

Vlewest staff member of Upper Cuts

Visa/Mastercard accepted

We Have New Bulbs!

Upper Cuts
Ve\\v\e[c\ Arvin

623-9517

T-aNrta
' T—m tuppll—

SAWMilC
COMBOS

Fatten up tiny little lashes with a

0»o$« from our Broiled Otidcen
Sandwich, Giant fish Sandwich or
Captain* Catch M Sandwich. All
Combos include sandwich, fries and a
medium drink.

free sample of Merle Norman's
new Luxiva Ultra Thick Mascara
during our All About Eyes event.

SEAFOOD

Simply come in for a free eye
CHICKEN & FRIES

SHRIMP & FRIES

Chicken, ■fries, hush
l*»ic size
■ )«: sHrimp.
anrimp,
^ ^. ■ *-■»■*;»*=»«.
fries. huB»h puppicaiCv 25
p"ppi« Sc
>cktamil
sauce
^
*
sour
sauce
St cockl.
I oMaMVMpMcW

A.

—. ^ _l

— * $2.25'

■

1

•Oat- BapUMft/WM
I IOS PMM Mat RtaHM-*, KY CKU

(£^ ^C
4>a»«a»0

•■m-ira.

But hurry. This offer is good

I

at participating Studios until

fTiERLE noRmnn

DINNER COUPON

FISH & FRIES

■art, frica.
huah puppies,
and latter sauce

|a<rf » Mk any •"**> ODtapo* Of 4k*COtaM

•tflM fiipUwVVWl
IOS BaaMPtaJ IKIMUA KV BK.U

makeover and if s yours.

I Any
Complete
Dinner
I

$!Off

to* M*«a Hat BactamamnaL KY I'.KU

J

October 15,1995, or while

L° ZV. inl- L

supplies last.

106 Saint George St.
624-9825
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Sports Profile

Mandy Jones

Sophomore runner
has dual inspiration
BY CHAD QUEEN

Sports writer

Mandy Jones is the top runner for
the Colonels this season, but she has
one soft spot that's a secret to her
opponents.
"One of my major downfalls:
stuffed animals; I love 'cm," Jones
said.
She is especially fond of one certain piece of her collection, Winnie
the Pooh.
Her bear has been by her side, for
better or worse, for 19 years.
"It's had an car sewn on, its shirt
ripped off; it's been cried on and
chewed on," she said. "You name it,
and it's been through it."
One of the many experiences
"Pooh" has helped her through was
her first year in college, which was a
trying time.
"My first year was a big adjustment," she said. "I know not to
Progress/MARIE MOFFITT repeat my same mistakes again."
Mandy Jones said lessons she learned from her freshman year
After her first year, she became
are helping her to excel as a sophomore cross country runner.
more focused and was looking
After three meets this season, Jones has been Eastern's top fin- toward this season,
isher every time, including her personal best time this weekend.
"My g°al l|l|S summer was to be

like second or third on the team, and
I just decided to put myself to
work," Jones said.
Coach Rick Erdmann knows of
the improved Jones and thinks she is
capable of almost anything.
"She has the ability to exhibit
courage in her training strategy, and
right now she's racing with a lot of
courage," Erdmann said.
"I want to be the best at it that I
can be, and I also want lo show
Coach that I can be a good runner
and contribute to the team," Jones
said.
Early in the season, she has done
well individually, while also contributing to the the Lady Colonels
taking lop honors in their first three
meets.
Looking at the rest of the season,
she has high expectations for herself
and the team.
"Last year I was eighth (at the
OVC championship), and I want to
be at least top three this year," Jones
said.
"She's our No. I girl," Erdmann
said. "I'd like to sec people on the
team challenge her."

nPicUxrTPerfectPhoto

i 2130 Lexington Rd. • Suite C • Harper Square
: FAST PHOTO LAB AND STUDIO

Richmond, KY 40475 • 606-625-0077

One Hour Photo
Finishing
Slides Overnight
B/W Developing
Film
Portraits
Camera Repair
Copy Work
Portfolios Done
Fraternity &
Sorority Functions

BY BRIAN SIMMS

Assistant spons editor

They could have been
more aggressive early in
the-race. We ran a better race last week (at
Miami of Ohio) than
this one.
:

"
Kit k KkHMAVN.

cross country coach

Eastern's women's cross country
team decided that opening the season with two first place finishes
wasn't enough. Solving this problem seemed to be easy for the Lady
Colonels as they won the Western
Kentucky Invitational with little
trouble last Saturday.
Coach Rick Erdmann's squad
defended its title with a team score
of 35, well ahead of the 70 points
scored by Southern Indiana
Georgia, whom Erdmann expected
trouble from, finished third with a
team total of 83.

Eastern had all five of its scores
in the top 12 of the 53 participants.
"Thai's the key to it. Get your
five runners close together,"
Erdmann said.
Sophomore Mandy Jones continued to lead the team with her third
place finish in the 5K event. Her
time of 18:04 was 15 seconds
behind the winner.
"She's established herself at No.
I right now," Erdmann said.
Sunshine Wilson placed fifth
(18:26), while Sarah Blossom was
right behind her with a lime of
18:28. Senior Amy Hathaway finished ninth (18:54), and Jamie King
rounded out scoring lor the Colonels

STATE FARM —.—_
PROGRAMMER OPPORTUNITIES
At State Farm, we continue to look for people who arcinterested in a rewarding career with growth opportunitcs.
We are offering entry-level PROGRAMMER-ANALYST positions and
SYSTEMS INTERNSHIPS at our Corporate Headquarters in
Bloomington, III.

«SUBUUR¥*

Receive

OFF
with ID

EKU vs. Tenn. State @ 2 p.m.
EKU vs. Middle Tenn @ 7 p.m.

in the 12ih spot (19:10).
Even with the win, Erdmann said
there is still room for improvement.
"They could have been more
aggressive early in the race,"
Erdmann said. "Wc ran a better race
last week (at Miami of Ohio) than
this one."
After taking a week off, the men
will join the Lady Colonels in a dual
meet against Louisville Saturday.
This will be the second time both
teams will compete against the
Cardinals. At Miami, both the men
and women took care of Louisville
with case.
"If wc run -well, wc should beat
Louisville," Erdmann said.

—>

Students
& Teachers

Riday, Sept. 22

Women's cross country places first at WKU
u

AIIEKU

Saturday, Sept. 23
EKU vs. Tenn. Tech @ 2 p.m.
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Bring in this coupon to receive $20 for your first
The End Zone B3
donation of the semester. Call for new hours
University Cinemas B2
Upper Cuts B7
624-981
5
offer
expires
9-27-95
$
461 E By-Pass • Richmond. KY • 506-624-5000 or 800-640-5013 Hours 9-6 M-F. 10-4 Sat
fl
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Wal-Mart B7
Full-time Programmer-Analyst Requirements:
Prefer Computer Science, Applied Computer Science,
Computer Technology, or Information Systems
majors. Will consider other majors with 12 to 15
hours of Computer Science academic background.
3.0 overall GPA.
A two-semester sequence in a computer
Programming language. Coursework in COBOL,
L'l. PASCAL Assembler, C, or other high-level
programming languages.
Logical analysis, problem solving interpersonal, and
communication skills.
We offer an excellent salary, benefits package
and opportunity for advancement.
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Sports Profile Mandy Jones

Sophomore runner
has dual inspiration
BY CHAD QUEEN
Sports writer
Mandy Jones is ihc top runner for
the Colonels this season, bui she has
one sofi spot that's a secret to her
opponents.
"One of my major downfalls:
stuffed animals; I love 'cm," Jones
said.
She is especially fond of one certain piece of her collection. Winnie
the P<x)h.
Her bear has been by her side, for
belter or worse, for 19 years.
"It's had an car sewn on, its shirt
ripped off; it's been cried on and
chewed on," she said. "You name it,
and it's been through it."
One of the many experiences
"Pooh" has helped her through was
her first year in college, which was a
trying time.
"My first year was a big adjustment " she said. "I know not to
Progress/MARIE MOFFITT repeal my same mistakes again."
Mandy Jones said lessons she learned from her freshman year
After her first year, she became
are helping her to excel as a sophomore cross country runner.
more focused and was looking
After three meets this season, Jones has been Eastern's top fin- toward this season.
isher every time, including her personal best time this weekend.
"My goallhls summer was to be

like second or third on the team, and
I just decided to put myself to
work." Jones said.
Coach Rick Erdmann knows of
the improved Jones and thinks she is
capable of almost anything.
"She has the ability to exhibit
courage in her training strategy, and
right now she's racing with a lot of
courage," Erdmann said.
"I want to be the best at it that I
can be, and I also want to show
Coach that I can be a good runner
and contribute to the team," Jones
said.
Early in the season, she has done
well individually, while also contributing to the the Lady Colonels
taking lop honors in their first three
meets.
Looking at the rest of the season,
she has high expectations for herself
and the team.
"Last year I was eighth (at the
OVC championship), and I want to
be ai least lop three this year," Jones
said.
"She's our No. 1 girl," Erdmann
said. "I'd like to sec people on ihc
team challenge her."

~Hirtnr7PerfectPhoto

L 2130 Lexington Rd. • Suite C • Harper Square
: FAST PHOTO LAB AND STUDIO

Richmond, KY 40475 • 606-625-0077

> One Hour Photo
Finishing
> Slides Overnight
»B/W Developing
• Portraits
• Camera Repair
• Copy Work
• Portfolios Done

BY BRIAN SIMMS

They could have been
more aggressive early in
the race. We ran a better race last week (at
Miami of Ohio) than
this one.

f)
Kick RKUMANN,
cross country coach

Eastern's women's cross country
team decided lhal opening the season wilh two first place finishes
wasn't enough. Solving this problem seemed lo be easy for the Lady
Colonels as they won ihc Western
Kentucky Invitational wilh little
(rouble last Saturday.
Coach Rick Erdmann's squad
defended its title with a learn score
of 35, well ahead of the 70 points
scored
by
Southern
Indiana.
Georgia, whom Erdmann expected
trouble from, finished ihird wilh a
icam total of 83

Easiern had all five of ils scores
in the top 12 of ihc 53 participants.
"Thai's ihc key to it. Get your
five
runners close
together,"
Erdmann said.
Sophomore Mandy Jones continued to lead the icam with her third
place finish in the 5K event. Her
time of 18:04 was 15 seconds
behind the winner.
"She's established herself at No.
I right now," Erdmann said.
Sunshine Wilson placed fifth
(18:26), while Sarah Blossom was
right behind her wilh a lime of
18:28. Senior Amy Hathaway finished ninth (18:54), and Jamie King
rounded out scoring for ihe Colonels

Friday, Sept. 22
EKU vs. Tenn. State @ 2 p.m.
EKU vs. Middle Tenn @ 7 p.m.

Even with the win, Erdmann said
there is still room for improvement.
"They could have been more
aggressive early in the race."
Erdmann said. "We ran a better race
lasi week (at Miami of Ohio) than
this one."
After taking a week off, the men
will join the Lady Colonels in a dual
mcci against Louisville Saturday.
This will be the second time both
teams will compete against ihe
Cardinals. At Miami, both the men
and women look care of Louisville
wilh case.
"If we run well, we should beat
Louisville," Erdmann said.

•SUBWAY*

At State Farm, we continue to look for people who are
interested in a rewarding career with growth opportunites.
We are offering entry-level PROGRAMMER-ANALYST positions and
SYSTEMS INTERNSHIPS at our Corporate Headquarters in
Bloomington, 111.
Full-dine ProKramiiKT-Analyst Requirements:
• Prefer Computer Science, Applied Computer Science,
Computer Technology, or Information Systems
majors. Will consider other majors with 12 to 15
hours of Computer Science academic background.
• 30 overall GPA.
• A two-semester sequence in a computer
Programming language. Coursework in COBOL,
L/T, PASCAL, Assembler, C, or other high-level
Erogramming languages,
ogical analysis, problem solving interpersonal, and
communication skills.
We offer an excellent salary, benefits package
and opportunity for advancement.

with ID

in ihc l2lhspoi (19:10).

——

STATE FARM I
PROGRAMMER OPPORTUNITIES

OFF

• Fraternity &
Sorority Functions

Women's cross country places first at WKfcJ
Assistant sports editor

All EKU
Students
& Teachers
Receive

Saturday, Sept. 23
EKU vs. Tenn. Tech @ 2 p.m.

THE ICE
CREAM
SHOP

^Pretzels _ _• Barbecuei
:; FREE pretzel dip with the
purchase of a Jumbo Soft \
D*>S

pretzel

:
■

•Cheese
•Chocolate
•Garlic Butter
>ll»l I'M's.'lll t OII|M>ll

I

I ;Opcn until 10 p.m. each evening.
University Shopping Center

624-9241

Summer Systems Internship Requirements:
• 30 overall GPA.
• 6 to 9 hours of computer science coursework.
• Prefer Computer Science and Information Systems
majors.

Coner of Second St & Water St.

Siaic Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington. Illinois
An equal opportunity employer.

V Christian Books,
Apparel.
Gifts & Music

*/

638 University
Shopping Ctr.
OH Eastern Bypass, 2nd Level
625-5533

ON CAMPUS
Wed., Sept.27
Sign up at the Career Placement Office

Hours:
Mon., Tue.Thur., Fri., Sat.
11 a.m.-8 p.m.
Wed. 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
Closed Sunday

IHE
EASTERN
PROGRESS
Advertisers
Aerobics and Such A5
America's Cover Miss B4
Anglin's Auto B3
Apollo's A3
Athletic Marketing B8
Bagel Bay B3
Blockbuster Video A5
Buccaneer Movies B2
Captain D's B7
Centerboard B2
Christmas Around The World B7
Coffee Connections B7
Country Kettle B4
Dr. Maneck A6
Dr. Roberts B7
First Gear A4
Fitness Now B4
Happy Meadow B4
Heaven on Earth B8
Ice Cream Shop B8
Jack's Cleaners B2
Krazy Karts A5
Lexington Bartending B4
Little Professor A6
Madison Garden B7
Mall Movies B2

1N0VELL

Richmond's Oldest
('omputer Store

HEWLETT
PACKARD

«M Sera-Tec Biologicals
■••Limited Partnership

All prices are subject to
ihanfc. avulabibry and
*pplK«bk »ute sties ux

Call PC Systems for your networking solutions

292 South Second Street
Richmond, Ky 40475

"WE HAVE SEEN THE FUTURE. AND IT WORKS!"

Sp

Wondering where you're
going to get extra cash for all
those Christmas presents?
Start donating plasma now
and make over $300 by
Christmas.

***$S **
Academic Pricing

Pentium 7SMrii Dnklop
■MB MM Cap. to I2WM
S40MS Hard Drive

SVGA Color Monitor 2i N-l
Kl IMS SVGA VVdao
Serial Mouse 1 Mouse Pad

Restrictions Apply

MS-DOS 4.22 • Windom for Workgroup* Ml
Two Serial 1 Orw Parallel Port
Two Year Warranty Parts a Labor

• Safe, sterile procedure
nil equipment Is disposable
• Vou CRN NOT get RIDS by donating
IMMEDIATE CRSH PRVMENT

Academic Software Pricing
(For a Limited Time Onty1 Promotion End* October 31 Restrictions Apply
WordPsrfactl HMndowa
tit 00
NovWIPtrfsctomcaSttnaanl
WorttParfaelDOS
ttt 00
NovstlPaftectOrAosProraaslonal
MVOrnca Prorasannal
1221 00
Lotusv9Windows
■"%>?

)
t14»
SITS
ttt

Unlock the potential of your PC
with Microsoft Windows 95.

1
1

PC Systems of Kentucky
%

MM

461 E

By-Past • Richmond. KY • 606-624-5000 or 80O440-501J

Hours:9-« M-F. 10-4 Sal

Bring in this coupon to receive $20 for your first
donation of the semester. Call for new hours

i 624-9815 offer expires 9-27-95
ft

Merle Norman B7
Mothers Laundry B7
Mountain Maternal A6
Ocean Front B7
PC Systems B8
Phone 3 B5
Picture Perfect B8
Pink Flamingo A6
Player's B7
Recordsmith B2
Regis A5
Richmond Mall B7
Sera Tec B8
Sound Advice B3
State Farm B8
Student Senate B4
Subway B4
Subway B8
Taylor's Liquor A4
Taylor's Sporting Goods B7
T Bombadils A5
The End Zone B3
University Cinemas B2
Upper Cuts B7
Wal-Mart B7
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